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Abstract

Light in the surface ocean is necessary for photosynthesis by marine algae. It is also a

major source of heating. Visible light diminishes approximately exponentially with increas-

ing depth in the upper ocean. In most of the current generation of Earth System Models

used for climate projection, the vertical profile of in-water shortwave radiation is calculated

as an exponentially decaying function where the attenuation coefficient is parameterized in

terms of phytoplankton photosynthetic pigment (chlorophyll-a) concentration. In doing

so, the attenuation of light by all other aquatic constituents is assumed to co-vary with

chlorophyll-a concentration. The work in this dissertation presents a revised parameteriza-

tion for the light attenuation coefficient that varies as a function of chlorophyll-a concentra-

tion and the light absorption coefficient for colored detrital matter (CDM). By separating

the contribution by CDM, it is free to vary independently. Two ESM model runs were con-

ducted: the experimental run, where the light attenuation coefficient was calculated as a

function of both chlorophyll-a concentration and light absorption by CDM and the control

run, where the light attenuation coefficient was calculated as a function of chlorophyll-a

concentration only. The geographical distribution of light absorption by CDM was pre-
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scribed using an ocean color satellite data product using data retrieved from the Moderate

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the Aqua Earth-observing satellite.

The difference between the results of these two model runs showed increased light attenu-

ation by CDM decreased total ocean biological productivity, increased wintertime ice for-

mation and resulted in more extreme sea surface temperatures compared to the control run.

These studies are the first global-scale investigations of the biological and hydrodynamic

impacts of optical attenuation by CDM in an Earth System Model. They demonstrate the

importance of accurately representing light attenuation by independently varying aquatic

constituents.
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partment of Earth and Planetary Sciences

Secondary Reader: Dr. Carlos Del Castillo, Goddard Space Flight Center, Ocean Ecology
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The ocean’s color is a consequence of the interaction of light with water and optically-3

active aquatic constituents. Systematic observations of ocean color exist from as early as4

the 1890s when a color scale for classifying natural waters was developed. The colors5

of the Forel-Ule scale (Forel, 1890; Ule, 1892) were derived from mixtures of standard6

chemical solutions to reproduce colors in the visible range, from 380nm-780nm. This7

scale was recently reconstructed and characterized with modern techniques to be used as a8

tool for deriving historic concentrations of the photosynthetic algal pigment, chlorophyll-a.9

An analysis of open ocean Forel-Ule observations from 1889-1999 found no overall global10

trend in derived chlorophyll concentrations, but found varying trends across ocean basins.11

Increasing chlorophyll concentrations were reported for the Atlantic Ocean and decreasing12

concentrations for the Indian and Pacific Oceans (Wernand et al., 2013).13

Much more technologically advanced methods of characterizing and observing ocean14

color and observing global chlorophyll concentrations have been developed since the Forel-15

Ule scale. Since the successful launch of the first ocean color satellite sensor, the Coastal16

Zone Color Scanner (CZCS), in 1978, oceanographers have been equipped with daily,17

global estimates of chlorophyll concentration. Gregg and Rousseaux (2014) recently an-18

alyzed global satellite ocean color data from 1998 to 2012 to find no significant trend in19

global chlorophyll concentration. However, northern hemisphere ocean basins and the trop-20

ical Indian Ocean basin were found to have declining trends in chlorophyll concentration.21

Why study trends in ocean color? Field et al. (1998) used CZCS data to estimate that22

photosynthetic carbon fixation by marine phytoplankton accounts for roughly half of the23
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

global net annual primary production. Satellite-derived global distributions of chlorophyll24

concentration provide a proxy for where the oceans are most productive, since phytoplank-25

ton constitute the base of the marine food web. It is also relevant for biogeochemical26

processes on longer timescales. Carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel burning and27

land use changes between 1750-2014 are estimated to total 570 gigatons of carbon (GtC),28

29% of which has been removed by the ocean (Le Quéré et al., 2015). The ocean takes up29

carbon dioxide in two ways: (1) the dissolution of carbon dioxide into cold, sinking waters30

at high latitude regions and (2) biological uptake of CO2 by phytoplankton and conversion31

into organic carbon. This organic carbon has the potential for long-term sequestration by32

burial on the ocean floor via consumption by other marine organisms or physical transport33

to the deep ocean. Monitoring ocean color is a powerful tool for observing the biological34

state of the ocean and understanding its role in the carbon cycle and marine ecosystems.35

Satellite ocean color data products extend beyond estimates of phytoplankton pigment36

concentration. Algorithms have been developed to derive information about the upper37

ocean optical properties, providing global-scale quantitative estimates of the interaction38

of light with aquatic constituents. Light in water is attenuated by absorption and scattering.39

These processes depend on the aquatic medium. When water or some other aquatic con-40

stituent interacts with light, the radiation energy can be absorbed and converted to another41

form of energy (e.g. mechanical, chemical) or the light can be scattered in many different42

directions. The spectral absorption (a(λ) [m−1]) and scattering (b(λ) [m−1]) coefficients43

are two inherent optical properties (IOPs) that represent the fraction of an incident beam of44
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

light on a small volume of water that is absorbed and scattered over a given distance. The45

sum of these two gives the spectral attenuation coefficient, c(λ) = a(λ) + b(λ) [m−1].46

Furthermore, since IOPs are additive, they can be separated by the contribution of each47

aquatic constituent. For example, for the total absorption coefficient of light, atot[m−1],48

can be expressed as the sum of the absorption coefficients of the optically active aquatic49

constituents:50

atot(λ) = aw(λ) + aphyt(λ) + aCDOM(λ) + aNAP (λ), (1.1)

where aw is the spectrally dependent absorption coefficient of light by pure seawater,51

aphyt for phytoplankton, aCDOM for chromophoric dissolved organic matter and aNAP52

for non-algal particles. These are all defined at some given wavelength, λ [nm]. Given53

that the absorption spectrum for pure seawater is the same everywhere, spatial variations54

in oceanic optical properties largely depend on the relative abundance of phytoplankton,55

CDOM and non-algal particles (NAP). The light absorption coefficient for colored detrital56

matter (CDM) is defined as the sum of the light absorption coefficient for CDOM and NAP;57

i.e. adg = aCDOM + aNAP .58

Radiance describes the spatial, temporal, directional and wavelength structure of the59

light field. Measurements of light in the ocean are radiometric quantities, which can be60

derived from the radiance function. For example, the spectral downwelling plane irradi-61

ance is the radiance integrated over all azimuth and zenith angles pointing in the downward62
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

direction. Although radiometric quantities can be used to describe the optical properties63

of a medium, they are not particularly useful for comparing two media because they are64

sensitive to changes in external environmental conditions. Instead, the light in aquatic en-65

vironments is often characterized in terms of ratios or derivatives of radiometric quantities,66

which observations have shown to be relatively stable despite varying environmental con-67

ditions. These apparent optical properties (AOPs) depend on the properties of the aquatic68

medium and the directionality of the light field.69

The vertical profile of light in the ocean is often approximated as an exponentially70

decaying function. The incident light at the surface of the ocean is a spectral downwelling71

plane irradiance at the surface, Id(0, λ) [W m−2], and diminishes with depth z [m] as72

Id(z, λ) = Id(0, λ)e
∫ z
0 kd(z

′,λ)dz′ . (1.2)

The reciprocal of kd(λ) [m−1], the diffuse attenuation coefficient for downwelling irradi-73

ance, is the e-folding depth for the incident light. The diffuse attenuation coefficient is an74

AOP, which varies with the inherent optical properties of an aquatic environment but is75

stable to variations in the external environment.76

Morel (1988) developed a predictive model of the diffuse attenuation coefficient, kd(λ),77

for open ocean waters based on chlorophyll concentration. This was motivated by obser-78

vations at the time which suggested that optical properties of the ocean are tightly subordi-79

nated to the abundance of pigmented algal cells. Similarly, Sathyendranath and Platt (1988)80

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

developed a model for the diffuse attenuation coefficient that depended on the absorption81

and scattering coefficients of aquatic constituents, whereby the absorption coefficient for82

phytoplankton varied linearly as a function of chlorophyll concentration and the concentra-83

tion of yellow substances varied proportionately to total absorption.84

Repeat measurements of IOPs in ocean waters have since shown that the contribution by85

CDOM, previously referred to as yellow substances (Kalle, 1938), accounts for a substan-86

tial proportion of the non-water light absorption in the open ocean. Furthermore, Bricaud87

et al. (1981) showed that variations in spectral values of light absorption by CDOM from88

various oceanic environments seem more influenced by land-based discharges than by ma-89

rine biological activity. This finding has implications for the use of chlorophyll-based kd90

models that approximate the vertical profile of light where the optical properties are in-91

fluenced by terrestrial and biological processes that vary independently of phytoplankton92

growth. In the high latitude northern hemisphere and in coastal regions globally, the at-93

tenuation of light by terrestrially-derived CDOM and non-algal particles (NAP) are largely94

influenced by freshwater fluxes. In the open ocean, CDOM production can depend on the95

particular bacterial, algal and zooplankton assemblage in a given location, as all of those96

organisms have been shown to produce CDOM.97

Fully coupled Earth System Models (ESMs) are numerical simulations of the atmo-98

sphere and ocean circulations, including interactions with land and ice. ESMs have been99

valuable tools for predicting future environmental change, most notably for their contribu-100

tions to the synthesis efforts of the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Several101
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of these IPCC-class ESMs utilize an ocean optical model that calculates kd as a function of102

chlorophyll concentration. In doing so, they are misrepresenting light attenuation for most103

of the surface ocean.104

This dissertation is concerned with the biogeochemical and hydrodynamic impacts105

of de-coupling the light attenuation by chlorophyll concentration and other aquatic con-106

stituents in a kd model as implemented in the GFDL CM2Mc ESM (Galbraith et al., 2011),107

a coarse resolution coupled climate model. The existing kd(λ) parameterization is revised108

to separate the contribution to light attenuation by chlorophyll concentration and colored109

detrital matter (CDM), which is operationally defined as the sum of CDOM and NAP ab-110

sorption coefficients. The spatial distribution of light attenuation by CDM is prescribed111

according to a satellite data product adg(443) [m−1], the light absorption coefficient for112

CDM at 443nm.113

Ocean color data products are derived from algorithms that relate in-situ measurements114

of geophysical variables to remote sensing reflectance (Rrs(λ) [sr−1]), an AOP:115

Rrs(θ, φ, λ) =
Lw(θ, φ, λ)

Ed(λ)
. (1.3)

where Lw [W m−2] is the water-leaving radiance through a solid angle [sr−1], centered116

around a direction specified by its spherical coordinates (θ, φ), and Ed [W m−2] is the117

downwelling plane irradiance which is the integral of all radiant energy in the downward118

direction. These three measurements are all functions of wavelength (λ[nm]).119

7
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The ocean color satellite sensor detects radiance leaving the top of the atmosphere,120

LTOA, which is a radiometric quantity. This is converted to the AOP Rrs, by applying121

an atmospheric correction to estimate the water-leaving radiance (Lw(λ)). This is then122

divided by the mean extraterrestrial solar irradiance corrected for atmospheric attenuation123

of the downwelling irradiance. Because Rrs is a ratio of radiometric quantities, it is less124

sensitive to environmental conditions (e.g. sky conditions).125

Two types of algorithms are primarily used for deriving ocean color satellite data prod-126

ucts: empirical and semi-analytical. Empirical algorithms utilize best-fit functions that127

relate in-situ measurements to Rrs(λ). The first ocean color algorithms were empirical128

algorithms, based on the observation that radiometric measurements over the ocean with129

high chlorophyll concentrations were associated with a relative increase in reflectance in130

the green wavelengths and a relative decrease in reflectance in the blue wavelengths (Clarke131

et al., 1970).132

Semi-analytical algorithms (SAAs), use linear and nonlinear least squares methods to133

spectrally match satellite Rrs(λ) with the spectral absorption (a(λ)) and scattering (b(λ))134

coefficients of water and aquatic constituents. Carder et al. (1991) developed a semi-135

analytical algorithm to separate the absorption by colored detrital matter in coastal regions136

and areas downstream from upwelling regions. Using the semi-analytical algorithm re-137

duced the average error for chlorophyll-a retrievals from 61% to 23% in the California138

Current upwelling region compared to the empirical algorithm. Siegel et al. (2005b) and139

Siegel et al. (2005a) found large regions of the ocean where estimates from the empirical140

8



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

algorithm exceeded those of the semi-analytical algorithm. These regions largely overlap141

areas with greater light absorption by CDM. This suggests that empirical algorithms tend142

to bias chlorophyll concentrations high because they are mistakenly assigning the optical143

signal from CDM to chlorophyll. Furthermore, the authors suggest that the processes pro-144

ducing CDM are fundamentally different from those related to phytoplankton growth and145

therefore chlorophyll concentration in the upper ocean.146

The bio-optical assumption states that ocean optical properties co-vary with chlorophyll147

concentration. Applied to satellite remote sensing, this assumption is implicitly employed148

in empirical algorithms for chlorophyll concentration. In other words, these algorithms rely149

on the assumption that the remote sensing reflectance should change only as a function of150

chlorophyll concentration. While this assumption may hold for large regions of the open151

ocean, the processes controlling the production and decay of CDOM and NAP are likely152

unrelated to phytoplankton abundance yet still contribute to the remote sensing reflectance.153

Semi-analytical algorithms for chlorophyll concentration separate the optical contributions154

of phytoplankton, CDOM, NAP. In doing so, it is less reliant on the bio-optical assumption155

by quantifying the optical contribution to Rrs by other aquatic constituents.156

The work in this dissertation investigates the consequences of disentangling the bio-157

optical assumption in an Earth System Model by evaluating the role of light attenuation158

by CDM as it varies independently of chlorophyll concentration. The experimental setup159

for the following three studies is as follows. A parameterization for the diffuse attenuation160

coefficient for downwelling irradiance in the blue-green wavelengths, kd(bg) [m−1], was161

9
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developed to vary as a function of both chlorophyll concentration and light absorption by162

CDM. The chlorophyll concentration is predicted by a biogeochemical model embedded163

in the ESM. The light absorption by CDM is spatially prescribed using the ocean color164

satellite data product for light absorption by CDM at 443nm, adg(443), which is derived165

from a semi-analytical algorithm. The control model run calculates kd(bg) as a function of166

chlorophyll concentration only. The experimental model run calculates kd(bg) as a function167

of both chlorophyll concentration and adg(443). By taking the difference between these two168

model outputs, we can quantify the role of light attenuation by CDM in the earth system.169

Chapter 2 presents the kd(bg) parameterization used in these studies, an empirical rela-170

tionship between in situ measurements of kd(λ), chlorophyll-a concentration and adg(443).171

These in situ measurements show that there is no clear single relationship between adg(443)172

and chlorophyll-a concentrations as measured by high performance liquid chromatography173

(HPLC). The bio-optical assumption does not hold for these data.174

The satellite data product for adg(443) used in the model runs is also introduced in this175

chapter. Ocean color sensors are passive sensors that simply observe the sunlight that is176

scattered out of the water. Therefore, obstructions between the water and the sensor such177

as clouds and ice prohibit data collection. Composite data products combine observations178

over longer periods of time to maximize spatial coverage. For the purposes of these model179

runs, we averaged annual composite MODIS Aqua data for adg(443) from 2002-2013 to180

minimize extrapolated points in the dataset.181

Comparing the results from these two model runs results in a shoaling of the attenua-182

10
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tion depth globally when CDM is included. Shrinking the euphotic zone increases modeled183

chlorophyll concentrations and phytoplankton biomass near the surface but decreases pro-184

ductivity at greater depths. The net integrated impact is a decrease in total biomass globally,185

which reduces global nutrient uptake. This creates a situation where light is reduced but186

nutrients are more abundant. The effect of these changes in light and nutrient limitation on187

phytoplankton biomass are explored in various ocean biomes.188

Chapters 3 and 4 are concerned with the role of changing light on hydrodynamic prop-189

erties of the ocean. Chapter 3 addresses the role of optics on ocean circulation and ice190

formation in the high latitude northern hemisphere. Differences in temperature tendency191

between the two model runs are well represented by the combined changes in heating by192

penetrating shortwave radiation, mixing and surface heat fluxes in the upper 100m. Short-193

wave radiation is attenuated closer to the surface, which reduces heating below 10m during194

summer months. Mixing entrains colder waters into the mixed layer during the autumn195

and winter months. Increased cloudiness and ice thickness reduce incoming shortwave196

radiation. The net effect of these changes in water column heating is colder SSTs in the197

wintertime, resulting in greater ice formation. Chapter 4 investigates how including light198

attenuation by CDM increases the range of sea surface temperatures (SSTs). Anomalous199

penetrative shortwave heating in the upper 10m of the ocean is positively correlated with200

anomalous SSTs in high latitude regions. Regions where including CDM results in more201

extreme SSTs are mostly found in subpolar and temperature latitudes. Regional changes in202

shortwave heating, surface heat fluxes and mixed layer depths are presented.203

11
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This dissertation concludes with a discussion of current advances in the field of charac-204

terizing CDOM, some challenges for including CDM in coupled biogeochemical-optical-205

hydrodynamic models and suggestions for future progress.206

The work presented in this dissertation builds upon previous advances in utilizing satel-207

lite datasets to inform optical properties in simulations of the global oceans, which were208

not presented here. I refer the reader to the introductory material in the following chapters209

for references relating to the effects of changes in ocean light attenuation in Earth System210

Models. Previous discussions of hydrologic optics in this introduction can mostly be traced211

back to Kirk (1994) and Mobley (1994). Other invaluable resources include the Ocean212

Optics Web Book (http://www.oceanopticsbook.info/) and lectures from the213

2013 Ocean Optics Summer Course at the University of Maine Darling Marine Center.214

12
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Chapter 2215

Quantifying the biological impact of216

surface ocean light attenuation by217

colored detrital matter in an ESM using218

a new optical parameterization219

The work in this chapter has been published as a manuscript in the journal Biogeo-220

sciences (Kim et al., 2015) and is reproduced here.221
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CHAPTER 2. BIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF INCREASED LIGHT ATTENUATION BY
CDM IN AN ESM

Abstract222

Light attenuation by colored detrital material (CDM) was included in a fully coupled Earth223

system model (ESM). This study presents a modified parameterization for shortwave at-224

tenuation, which is an empirical relationship between 244 concurrent measurements of the225

diffuse attenuation coefficient for downwelling irradiance, chlorophyll concentration and226

light absorption by CDM. Two ESM model runs using this parameterization were con-227

ducted, with and without light absorption by CDM. The light absorption coefficient for228

CDM was prescribed as the average of annual composite MODIS Aqua satellite data from229

2002 to 2013. Comparing results from the two model runs shows that changes in light lim-230

itation associated with the inclusion of CDM decoupled trends between surface biomass231

and nutrients. Increases in surface biomass were expected to accompany greater nutrient232

uptake and therefore diminish surface nutrients. Instead, surface chlorophyll, biomass and233

nutrients increased together. These changes can be attributed to the different impact of234

light limitation on surface productivity versus total productivity. Chlorophyll and biomass235

increased near the surface but decreased at greater depths when CDM was included. The236

net effect over the euphotic zone was less total biomass leading to higher nutrient con-237

centrations. Similar results were found in a regional analysis of the oceans by biome,238

investigating the spatial variability of response to changes in light limitation using a single239

parameterization for the surface ocean. In coastal regions, surface chlorophyll increased by240

35% while total integrated phytoplankton biomass diminished by 18%. The largest relative241

increases in modeled surface chlorophyll and biomass in the open ocean were found in the242
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equatorial biomes, while the largest decreases in depth-integrated biomass and chlorophyll243

were found in the subpolar and polar biomes. This mismatch of surface and subsurface244

trends and their regional dependence was analyzed by comparing the competing factors of245

diminished light availability and increased nutrient availability on phytoplankton growth246

in the upper 200 m. Understanding changes in biological productivity requires both sur-247

face and depth-resolved information. Surface trends may be minimal or of the opposite248

sign than depth-integrated amounts, depending on the vertical structure of phytoplankton249

abundance.250

2.1 INTRODUCTION251

The attenuation of shortwave solar radiation in the surface ocean exerts a primary con-

trol on ocean biology since light is necessary for photosynthesis by phytoplankton. The

decay of incident surface irradiance Id(0, λ) with increasing depth z in the water column

can be approximated as an exponential function:

Id(z, λ) = Id(0, λ) exp

(
−
∫ z

0

kd(z′, λ)dz′
)
, (2.1)

where kd (units of m−1) is the spectral attenuation coefficient for downwelling irradiance.

The reciprocal of kd is the first e-folding depth of the incident light on the surface of the

ocean, an intuitive length scale for the well-lit surface ocean. Variations in shortwave

attenuation have been related to measured quantities of constituents in the aquatic medium,
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such as concentrations of the phytoplankton pigment chlorophyll a. Morel (1988) observed

increasing kd with increasing chlorophyll a pigment concentrations in 176 concurrent in

situ measurements, excluding stations where light attenuation was dominated by “yellow

substance” or turbidity. These measurements were used to develop a function that relates

kd to chlorophyll a concentration of the form:

kd(λ) = kw(λ) + χ(λ)[chl]e(λ), (2.2)

where kw(λ) is the attenuation by pure seawater, [chl] is the chlorophyll a concentration252

and χ(λ) and e(λ) are the wavelength-dependent coefficient and exponent. This parameter-253

ization implicitly includes the light attenuation of all other aquatic constituents presumed254

to be directly in proportion with chlorophyll concentration. Ohlmann and Siegel (2000)255

used a radiative transfer numerical model to develop an extended parameterization for kd256

which depended on chlorophyll concentration, cloudiness and solar zenith angle to include257

the effects of varying physical conditions over ocean waters. Among these four variables,258

chlorophyll concentration was found to have the largest influence on reducing solar trans-259

mission below 1m.260

These initial parameterizations have been adapted for use in ocean general circulation

models (OGCMs) and Earth system models (ESMs) to study the influence of spatially vary-

ing light attenuation associated with varying concentrations of phytoplankton pigments in

the ocean. Although numerous model experiments of this type have been conducted, we
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mostly limit our introductory material to studies that utilized versions of the parameteriza-

tion shown in Eq. (2.2). These studies examined the effects of applying a spatially varying

kd calculated from annual mean chlorophyll data, estimated by ocean color satellites, com-

pared to the base case of a constant attenuation depth. Murtugudde et al. (2002) employed

the Morel parameterization (Eq. 2.2) spectrally averaged over visible wavelengths, from

400 to 700nm, to calculate kd(vis) using chlorophyll a concentration estimates from the

Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS). Spatially varying the attenuation depth improved the

OGCM sea surface temperature (SST) simulation in the Pacific cold tongue and during

ENSO events and in the Atlantic near river outflows. Subsequent studies employed an op-

tics model that separately attenuated visible light in two bands of equal energy, nominally

the “blue–green”, kd(bg), and “red” bands, kd(r), as specified in Manizza et al. (2005):

kd(bg) = 0.0232 + 0.074 · [chl]0.674, (2.3)

kd(r) = 0.225 + 0.037 · [chl]0.629. (2.4)

Studies that applied this kd parameterization in ESMs were uniquely able to assess how261

changes in oceanic shortwave absorption can affect atmospheric and oceanic circulation262

via changes in SST. Gnanadesikan and Anderson (2009) observed changes in strength of263

the Hadley and Walker circulations when applying a spatially varying kd using chlorophyll264

concentrations from the SeaWiFS (Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor) ocean color265

satellite relative to a clear ocean with no chlorophyll. Alternatively, Manizza et al. (2005)266
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applied this parameterization to an OGCM with a biogeochemical model to calculate kd267

using modeled chlorophyll concentrations instead of surface chlorophyll estimates from268

satellite. The main advantage of the latter model configuration is that phytoplankton can269

respond to changes in environmental variables. They found that adding phytoplankton270

amplified the seasonal cycles of SST, mixed layer depth and sea ice cover, which in turn271

created environmental conditions that were favorable to additional phytoplankton growth.272

Variations in light attenuation in ESMs were previously attributed to chlorophyll and273

implicitly to aquatic constituents assumed to vary in proportion to chlorophyll. Other opti-274

cally significant aquatic constituents can now be explicitly incorporated into models. This275

paper is concerned with the omission of colored detrital material (CDM) in approximations276

of light decay in the current generation of ESMs. CDM consists of chromophoric dissolved277

organic matter (CDOM) and non-algal detrital particles (NAP). It is operationally defined278

by its spectrally dependent absorption coefficient of light, adg (units of m−1), which rep-279

resents the fraction of incident power that is absorbed by detrital matter in a water sample280

over a given pathlength. The absorption coefficient is given the subscript “dg” to repre-281

sent the sum of the two component absorption coefficients; (1) non-algal detrital particles,282

aNAP, and (2) light-absorbing dissolved organic matter which passes through a 0.2–0.4µm283

filter, aCDOM, (called “gelbstoff” by early researchers in optical oceanography, hence the284

“g” in “dg”): adg = aNAP + aCDOM. Measurements suggest CDOM accounts for a large285

fraction of non-water absorption in the open ocean in the UV and blue wavelengths (Siegel286

et al., 2005a; Nelson and Siegel, 2013). The attenuation of light by this strongly absorb-287
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ing component should be included in Earth system models. Although light absorption by288

NAP is a small fraction of CDM absorption (see Fig. 2.1), the sum of NAP and CDOM289

is considered because existing satellite algorithms cannot separate the contribution of each290

component.291

Parameterizing kd using Eq. (2.2) relies on the validity of the bio-optical assumption,292

which states that all light-attenuating constituents covary with chlorophyll concentration.293

However, processes that influence CDM abundance, such as freshwater delivery of terres-294

trial organic matter and photobleaching, can behave independently of chlorophyll a concen-295

tration, rendering the bio-optical assumption inappropriate for some aquatic environments.296

In an analysis of satellite ocean color data products, Siegel et al. (2005a) show correlation297

between chlorophyll and CDM distributions in subtropical gyres and upwelling regions.298

These variables are found to be independent in subarctic gyres, the Southern Ocean and299

coastal regions influenced by land processes such as coastal and river runoff. In this pa-300

per, we will consider the impact of decoupling the optical influence of chlorophyll a and301

CDM in Earth system models. Recent studies have incorporated the optical properties of302

additional in-water constituents into global ocean biogeochemical simulations. Gregg and303

Casey (2007) calculate in-water radiative properties using the absorption and scattering of304

water, phytoplankton groups and CDOM in a coupled ocean circulation-biogeochemical-305

radiative model. Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) assess the bio-optical feedbacks of detrital mat-306

ter, CDOM and phytoplankton by explicitly representing these components in their ocean307

biogeochemistry–ecosystem model. In this paper we use a fully coupled Earth system308
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Figure 2.1: Median inherent optical property (IOP) spectra from NOMAD data set and
absorption spectrum of pure water in gray. In the visible spectrum, CDOM absorption is
strongest in the blue and decreases exponentially with increasing wavelength. The absorp-
tion spectrum of pure water is 0.0434 m−1 at 530nm and increases to 0.6m−1 at 700nm,
exceeding the axis limits shown here (Pope and Fry, 1997). The absorption spectrum of
particles (including phytoplankton), ap, absorbs strongly in the red wavelengths compared
to NAP and CDOM.

model to better understand how changes in light attenuation from including CDM affect309

ocean ecosystems.310

In Sect. 2, we introduce the global ocean color data set for the absorption coefficient311

of detritus and CDOM, and discuss its incorporation into the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics312

Laboratory (GFDL) Coupled Model 2 at Coarse resolution (CM2Mc) ESM with the Bio-313

geochemistry with Light, Iron, Nutrients and Gases (BLING) model. This is accomplished314

using a newly developed parameterization for kd(λ), which aims to represent light attenu-315

ation by chlorophyll a and CDM as independently varying phenomena. (For the remainder316

of this paper, we will refer to chlorophyll a concentration simply as chlorophyll.) Section 3317

details the model runs and the results, with a focus on how changes in light affect chloro-318

phyll, biomass and nutrient concentrations. The paper concludes with Sect. 4, discussing319
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the implications of our findings and suggestions for future work.320

2.2 METHODOLOGY321

2.2.1 LIGHT PENETRATION PARAMETERIZATION322

A new kd parameterization was developed for implementation in the GFDL CM2Mc323

ESM (Galbraith et al., 2011) with BLING ocean biogeochemistry (Galbraith et al., 2010).324

In its current configuration, the CM2Mc–BLING system uses the Manizza et al. (2005)325

optics model and kd parameterization as shown in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). The new parame-326

terization was developed from this optics model, revising the kd(bg) parameterization only327

(Eq. 2.3). The kd(r) parameterization was unchanged because light absorption by CDOM328

is very small compared to absorption by seawater and chlorophyll in the red wavelengths.329

This is apparent upon examination of the spectral shapes of these constituents in Fig. 2.1.330

The new kd(bg) parameterization incorporates the absorption coefficient of detritus and331

CDOM at wavelength 443nm, adg(443), because existing satellite data products of adg are332

readily available for this wavelength only.333

In the new parameterization, the dependence of kd(bg) on both chlorophyll concentra-334

tion and adg(443) is the best fit function between concurrent in situ measurements of these335

variables from the NASA bio-Optical Marine Algorithm Dataset (NOMAD; Werdell and336

Bailey, 2005). Measurements of kd from 400 to 530nm were energy-weighted and averaged337

to get a single value for the attenuation coefficient in the blue–green wavelengths. There338

were 244 concurrent measurements of kd(bg), chlorophyll concentration and adg(443) from339
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the NOMAD data set, representing both coastal and open ocean waters. The locations of340

these measurements are shown in Fig. 2.2. The stations were arbitrarily grouped by re-341

gion and color coded: (1) western Atlantic, northern cluster in black; (2) western Atlantic,342

Amazon river outflow and offshore stations in green; (3) Antarctic peninsula in orange;343

(4) Southern Ocean in blue; (5) western Pacific in magenta; (6) stations across the Pa-344

cific Ocean in red and (7) eastern Pacific in cyan. We found poor correlation between345

chlorophyll concentration and adg(443) at these stations, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The best fit346

surface for kd(bg), chlorophyll concentration and adg(443) was found using a least-squares347

polynomial regression model using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm, resulting in the348

following parameterization:349

kd(bg) = 0.0232 + 0.0513 · [chl]0.668 + 0.710 · adg(443)1.13. (2.5)

We conducted a sensitivity analysis to assess the importance of each region for obtaining350

the parameters by removing one regional cluster from the regression fitting at a time. The351

parameters were mostly stable. The exponent to the chlorophyll term was the only term352

that changed by an amount that well exceeded the fitting uncertainty, increasing by 0.23353

when the eastern Pacific stations were omitted. Figure 2.4a and b show an improved fit be-354

tween modeled and measured kd(bg) when using Eq. (3.4). Equation (3.4) is qualitatively355

different from the previous parameterization, Eq. (2.3), in several ways. The attenuation356

coefficient is less dependent on chlorophyll concentration, with a smaller coefficient and357
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Figure 2.2: Map of stations with locations of the 244 in situ measurements used to develop
the kd(bg) parameterization with CDM, Eq. (3.4), color coded by arbitrarily grouped by
region: (1) western Atlantic, northern cluster in black; (2) western Atlantic, Amazon river
outflow and offshore stations in green; (3) Antarctic peninsula in orange; (4) Southern
Ocean in blue; (5) western Pacific in magenta; (6) stations across the Pacific Ocean in red
and (7) eastern Pacific in cyan.

exponent on the chlorophyll term in Eq. (3.4) compared to Eq. (2.3). Additionally, the addi-358

tional adg(443) term makes the water more opaque in locations where CDM and chlorophyll359

concentration are not well correlated, such as coastal zones that are strongly influenced by360

the terrestrial delivery of CDOM. The kd dependence on adg(443) is superlinear, which at361

first glance seems to suggest an unexpectedly strong dependence on CDOM and detrital362

particles. We suggest this superlinear relationship is justified because the parameterization363

is fitting for spatial variations in CDOM quality and quantity. Measurements of adg across364

the ultraviolet to visible spectrum suggest the spectral dependence of light absorption by365

CDOM is regionally specific (Nelson and Siegel, 2013).366
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2.2.2 IMPLEMENTATION IN ESM367

This parameterization was implemented in the GFDL CM2Mc ESM, a coarse-resolution368

coupled global climate model with land, ice, atmosphere and ocean components (Galbraith369

et al., 2011). The Modular Ocean Model version 4p1 code is used to simulate the ocean.370

The model has a varying horizontal resolution from 1.01 to 3.39◦ and 28 vertical levels of371

increasing thickness with depth. Ocean biogeochemistry is represented by BLING, which372

is embedded in the ocean component of the physical model (Galbraith et al., 2010). The373

coupling between the biogeochemical model and physical model allows changes in chloro-374

phyll concentration to produce changes in shortwave radiation absorption and vice versa.375

Since the same optical model is used for calculating light attenuation for physics and bi-376

ology in our ESM configuration, the same attenuation depth is used in simulating physical377

processes and biological productivity. For example, the optical model calculates light at-378

tenuation using model-derived chlorophyll concentration. Increases in chlorophyll concen-379

tration reduce the attenuation depth, reducing total light available for biological processes380

such as photosynthesis and physical processes such as the total shortwave heating of the381

ocean. However, by utilizing one optical parameterization for the entire ocean, regionally382

specific variations of the functional dependence of light attenuation on chlorophyll and383

CDM are not represented in this model setup.384

In the BLING biogeochemical model, the phytoplankton growth rate is calculated im-385

plicitly as a function of temperature, macronutrient concentration, iron concentration and386
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Figure 2.3: Scatterplot of 244 in situ chlorophyll a concentration and adg(443) concurrent
measurements from the NOMAD data set used to develop the kd(bg) parameterization with
CDM, Eq. (3.4). Color coding corresponds to regional groupings from Fig. 2.2.

light.387

µ = PC
0 × exp(kT )× nlim× llim (2.6)

where µ is a carbon-specific growth rate, PC
0 is a maximum growth rate at 0◦ C, exp(kT )388

is a temperature-dependent term based on Eppley (1972), nlim = min
(

FeD,
PO4

kPO4
+PO4

)
is389

a nutrient limitation term following a Liebig’s law of the minimum and llim =
(

1− exp
(
−I
Ik

))
390

is a light limitation term. These nutrient and light limitation factors, nlim and llim, repre-391

sent the extent to which the optimal photosynthetic growth rate is scaled down by nutrient392

and light availability. Mathematically, nlim and llim have values between 0 and 1 that scale393

down the optimal photosynthetic rate as they are multiplied by PC
0 . Furthermore, these394

are the only two variables that determine biomass in the BLING model. Total biomass is395

a sum of large and small phytoplankton groups, which are related to growth rate µ by the396
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following equation397

B = Blarge +Bsmall = P ∗
((µ

λ

)3
+
(µ
λ

))
, (2.7)

whereB is biomass, P ∗ is a scale factor for phytoplankton concentration and λ is a temperature-398

dependent mortality rate399

λ = λ0 × exp(kT ). (2.8)

Substituting Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8) for µ and λ into Eq. (2.7) gives us400

B = P ∗

((
PC
0 × exp(kT )× nlim× llim

λ0 × exp(kT )

)3

+

(
PC
0 × exp(kT )× nlim× llim

λ0 × exp(kT )

))
.

Following Dunne et al. (2005), the temperature dependence of the mortality rate is set401

identical to that of the growth rate such that the exp(kT ) term in both µ and λ expressions402

are identical, Eq. (2.9) reduces to the following relationship between biomass, nutrient403

limitation and light limitation404

B ∝ (C(nlim× llim)3 + (nlim× llim)), (2.9)

where C is a constant. Dunne et al. (2005) found that such a formulation was able to405

reproduce the observed phytoplankton size structure across 40 sites. This allows us to406

separately evaluate the contributions of nutrient and light limitation to changes in biomass407

in our biogeochemical model. This relationship will be utilized in the results section of our408
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paper.409

Chlorophyll concentration is calculated from biomass using a varying chl : C ratio to410

account for photoadaptation. Large-scale patterns and features of chlorophyll concentra-411

tion are qualitatively represented, with lower chlorophyll concentration in the gyres and412

higher concentrations in northern mid- to high latitudes and equatorial upwelling zones413

(see Fig. 2.5). In general, the modeled annual average chlorophyll exceeds the satellite414

observed chlorophyll concentration in the open ocean. The seasonal cycle is also well-415

represented, but with a northern latitude spring bloom onset earlier than appears in satellite416

data. There is good spatial agreement between the modeled and observed spatial distri-417

bution of macronutrients, which is shown in Fig. 2.6. BLING models only phosphate418

concentration, which is comparable to an “average macronutrient” that represents the aver-419

age concentrations of phosphate and nitrate scaled to phosphate by the N : P Redfield ratio,420

1
2
(PO4 +

NO3

16
; Galbraith et al., 2010). The error in chlorophyll and nutrient concentrations421

in this implementation of BLING are worse than in Galbraith et al. (2010) because the422

model parameters were originally tuned to a data-driven ocean model. As a result, errors423

that appear in the physical circulation will also appear in the biological solution.424

The ocean optical model receives incoming shortwave radiation from the atmospheric425

component. Visible light is divided and then averaged into two spectral bands, blue–green426

and red, which are then attenuated by kd(bg) and kd(r) respectively. In its previous con-427

figuration, BLING calculated kd(bg) as a function of chlorophyll concentration as shown428

in Eq. (2.3). For this study, kd(bg) is calculated using Eq. (3.4) with model-predicted429
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Figure 2.4: (a) and (b) Scatterplots comparing observed kd(bg) from the NOMAD data set
and modeled kd(bg) using two different parameterizations, Eqs. (2.3) and (3.4). The mod-
eled kd(bg) values are calculated from in situ chlorophyll a and adg(443) measurements
corresponding to the observed kd(bg) values on the x axis. (c) Comparison of Eqs. (2.3)
and (3.4) applied to NOMAD in situ chlorophyll concentrations and adg(443) measure-
ments to calculate kd(bg). The 0.88 slope on the regression line indicates that when CDM
is included, kd(bg) increases more rapidly than when it depends on chlorophyll concentra-
tion alone. Color coding corresponds to regional groupings from Fig. 2.2.

chlorophyll concentration and fixed adg(443) from satellite climatology. The adg(443)430

data set used in this study is the average of the 2002 to 2013 Aqua MODIS Garver–431

Siegel–Maritorena (GSM; Maritorena et al., 2002) adg(443) Level 3 annual composites432

from http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov. Annual average data were used in-433

stead of monthly data to maximize the number of grid cells with unimpeded satellite ob-434

servations. Consequently the seasonal variability of CDM is not represented in our model435

runs. By fixing adg(443) as a constant value throughout the year, light absorption by CDM436

is underestimated in months where riverine and coastal runoff deliver additional CDOM to437

the ocean. The averaged satellite data were re-gridded to the ocean model’s spatial reso-438

lution and missing values were filled in by equal weight averaging over the pixel’s eight439
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of (b, d) chlorophyll concentration in mg m−3 from SeaW-
iFS satellite observation (Yoder and Kennelly, 2003) used in earlier similar studies and
(a, c) modeled using GFDL ESM CM2Mc with BLING biogeochemistry. Data shown are
from the chl&CDM model run described in Sect. 4 of this paper. Annual average surface
distributions are shown in (a, b) and monthly average surface concentrations by latitude are
shown in (c, d).

neighbors using Ferret, a data visualization and analysis tool for gridded data sets (see440

Fig. 2.7). Satellite-estimated values of surface adg(443) were held constant with increasing441

depth.442
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2.3 MODEL RUNS: SETUP, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION443

2.3.1 MODEL SETUP444

The GFDL CM2Mc ESM with BLING ocean biogeochemistry was spun up for 1500445

years with the Manizza et al. (2005) ocean optics model, allowing dynamical processes446

to reach equilibrium. New model runs were initialized from this spun-up state and were447

completed for an additional 300 years. We analyzed the final 100 years of the model runs448

to average over interannual variability and to eliminate the influence from spin-up, which449

we consider to be the period of time it takes for a distinct signal to develop. For the model450

experiments discussed in this paper the spin-up time was less than 50 years. The data451

presented in this section are average results from the final 100 years of the two model452

runs: the (1) “chl&CDM” run utilizes the full kd(bg) parameterization, Eq. (3.4), while453

the (2) “chl-only” run calculates light attenuation with the chlorophyll-dependent term454

only: kd(bg) = 0.0232 + 0.0513 · [chl]0.668. The difference between the two model runs455

(chl&CDM minus chl-only) shows the impact of added shortwave attenuation by CDM.456

For the remainder of this paper we will refer to kd(bg) as kd for simplicity.457

The SST contour plot in Fig. 2.8a shows modeled (chl&CDM) minus observed us-458

ing NOAA OI SST V2 data provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado,459

USA, from their web site at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ (Reynolds et al.,460

2002). The RMS error between annually averaged modeled and observed SST is 1.5◦C.461

Additional validation details for the physical ocean model can be found in Galbraith et al.462
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of macronutrient concentrations 1
2

(
PO4 +

NO3

16

)
, (a) modeled

using GFDL CM2Mc with BLING biogeochemistry and (b) observed annual mean field,
from World Ocean Atlas 2013 nitrate and phosphate data sets (Garcia et al., 2014). Con-
centration in µ M.

(2011). The chl-only model run minus observed is not shown because the differences463

are qualitatively similar to those shown in Fig. 2.8a. The differences in SST between the464

chl&CDM and chl-only model runs (in Fig. 2.8b) are generally small in the annual mean465

and do not cause a significant change in the RMS error.466

2.3.2 MODEL RESULTS: GLOBAL TRENDS467

Adding CDM to the kd parameterization shoaled the attenuation depth (k−1d , in m) in468

most places. This change in the light field was accompanied by a globally integrated 10%469

increase in surface macronutrients, 11% increase in surface biomass and 16% increase470

in surface chlorophyll. These changes reflect the total value from the surface grid boxes,471

which represent the uppermost 10m. At first glance, this result was puzzling since increases472

in chlorophyll and biomass are generally associated with increased nutrient consumption,473

which is usually indicated by decreased nutrient concentration. Instead, all three variables474
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Figure 2.7: The spatial distribution of adg(443) as prescribed in the model runs for this
paper, mapped onto the CM2Mc ESM tracer grid with data extrapolated into polar regions.

increased together. The spatial distributions of surface changes in macronutrients, chloro-475

phyll concentration and biomass are shown in Fig. 2.9.476

In order to understand these surface changes, it is necessary to evaluate changes in the477

biomass depth profile. Globally averaged biomass and particulate organic carbon (POC)478

export flux in the chl&CDM run are higher near the surface but diminished at depth, as479

shown in Fig. 2.10. Chlorophyll increases at the surface, but below 25m there is less bio-480

logical productivity in the chl&CDM run. The depth-integrated result is a 9% decrease in481

total biomass. Furthermore, since biological productivity is occurring closer to the surface,482

particulate matter is remineralized in the water column and less is exported into the deep483

ocean. This can be seen in Fig. 2.10b. The cumulative effect is a 7% decrease in POC flux484

at 200m.485

This upward shift in the vertical distribution of biomass was accompanied by increased486

macronutrients at all depths. Here, we will consider the distribution of macronutrients in487
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the top 200m as a measure of the biological activity in the mixed layer according to the bio-488

logical pump efficiency, Ebp, defined in Sarmiento and Gruber (2006) as Ebp =
Cdeep−Csurface

Cdeep
.489

This metric provides a indication of the extent to which phytoplankton are able to draw490

down nutrients delivered to the surface from the deep ocean. Here, Csurface is the integrated491

nutrient concentration between 0 and 100m and Cdeep is the integrated nutrient concen-492

tration between 100 and 200m. The difference in Ebp between the two model runs shows493

a widespread decrease in biological pump efficiency when CDM is included (see Fig. 2.11).494

In a global average sense, increased light limitation by CDM diminishes total biomass,495

leaving excess nutrients in the water column. Nutrients are more abundant and phytoplank-496

ton are less effective at utilizing them when the ocean is more light limited. The spatial497

correlation between the difference in Ebp and adg is −0.26, indicating a general negative498

relationship between the two variables. However, regions of greatest light absorption by499

CDM are not always the same regions of greatest decrease in Ebp for reasons that will be500

discussed in the following subsections.501

2.3.3 OCEAN BIOMES502

The analysis in this section will address changes in nutrient concentration and bio-503

logical productivity by ocean biome. Following Sarmiento et al. (2004), we use average504

vertical velocity, maximum wintertime mixed layer depth and sea ice cover to define six505

biomes that are differentiated based on physical circulation features. They are (1) equato-506

rially influenced, between 5◦ S and 5◦N, divided into upwelling and downwelling regions,507
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Figure 2.8: Difference in annual average SST in ◦C for (a) chl&CDM minus observed
using the NOAA OI SST V2 data set (Reynolds et al., 2002) and (b) chl&CDM minus
chl-only.

(2) marginal sea ice zones that are covered by sea ice at least once during the year, (3)508

permanently stratified subtropical biomes where downwelling occurs and maximum mixed509

layer depth is ≤150m, (4) seasonally stratified subtropical biomes where downwelling oc-510

curs and maximum mixed layer depth >150m, (5) low-latitude upwelling regions between511

35◦ S and 30◦N, and (6) all subpolar upwelling regions north of 30◦N and south of 25◦ S.512

Boundaries were determined based on circulation features from the respective model runs513

for consistency. See Fig. 2.12 for a visual representation of biome extent for the chl&CDM514

model run.515

The largest changes in biome areal extent include a 19% increase in the Northern Hemi-516

sphere marginal ice zone and−9% change in the extent of the neighboring subpolar North-517
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Figure 2.9: Difference (a) attenuation depth in m, (b) surface macronutrient concentration
in µ M, (c) surface chlorophyll concentration and (d) surface biomass concentration in
g C m−3; chl&CDM minus chl-only. Surface values represent the average over the top
10m. Panel (c) shows natural log ratio of chlorophyll concentration from the chl&CDM run
over chl-only run, so positive values indicate an increase in chlorophyll in the chl&CDM
run.

ern Hemisphere biome, as shown in Table 2.1. The biome area changes between the two518

model runs because the biological and physical models are coupled. The added light at-519

tenuation by CDM in the optical model affects both biological production and physical520

variables such as SST in our ESM configuration. Furthermore, the changes in chlorophyll521

concentration from the increased light attenuation change the attenuation depth in the phys-522

ical model.523
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Figure 2.10: Globally averaged profile of (a) biomass in g C m−3 and (b) carbon export
flux in g C m−2 yr−1. Black line shows data from the chl-only run, red line represents
chl&CDM run.

Differences in surface chlorophyll, biomass and macronutrients between the two model524

runs (see Table 2.2) show that the addition of CDM results in several important qualitative525

and regionally specific changes. For example, the greatest relative change in chlorophyll526

and biomass over the upper 10m are found in equatorial and low-latitude biomes, with 15–527

17% increases in biomass and 21–24% increases in chlorophyll. Additionally, the greatest528

changes in depth-integrated chlorophyll and biomass are found in high-latitude regions.529

In the Northern Hemisphere subpolar biome, chlorophyll decreased by 14% and biomass530

decreased by 15%. Chlorophyll and biomass decreased by 9 and 10% respectively in the531

Southern Hemisphere marginal ice zone. The following analysis seeks to understand this532

mismatch between surface and subsurface trends between biomes. In particular, why are533

the largest changes in surface chlorophyll near the equator and largest changes in depth-534

integrated chlorophyll at higher latitudes?535

As shown in previous sections, phytoplankton increase at the surface and decrease be-536
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Table 2.1: Surface area by biome, in km2 with percentage change in area between the two
model runs (chl&CDM minus chl-only).

Biome chl&CDM % age of total chl-only % age of total % change
Equatorial Upwell 1.86× 107 6% 1.86× 107 6% 0%
Equatorial Downwell 8.34× 106 3% 8.07× 106 3% 3%
Low Latitude Upwell 6.32× 107 21% 6.32× 107 21% 0%
Permanently Stratified 1.01× 108 34% 9.89× 107 33% 2%
Seasonally Stratified 3.93× 107 13% 4.11× 107 14% −4%
Subpolar NH 1.22× 107 4% 1.35× 107 4% −9%
Ice NH 1.17× 107 4% 9.81× 106 3% 19%
Subpolar SH 2.33× 107 8% 2.43× 107 8% −4%
Ice SH 2.37× 107 8% 2.27× 107 8% 4%

low when CDM is included. The resulting vertical profile of chlorophyll is altered in differ-537

ent ways depending on the biome. To illustrate, we choose three representative biomes from538

various latitudes, for which chlorophyll profiles are shown in Fig. 2.13. In the equatorial539

upwelling and seasonally stratified biomes, the deep chlorophyll maximum is increased.540

In the ice NH region, where light delivery is seasonally dependent, chlorophyll is found in541

highest concentrations near the surface and is diminished at depth. In every biome, there is542

more chlorophyll near the surface but less chlorophyll beyond some depth. These changes543

can be attributed to a combination of diminished light availability and increased nutrient544

availability.545

Over the upper 200m, there are more nutrients and less irradiance at all depths. Re-546

ferring back to Fig. 2.10a, there is more biomass near the surface, but diminished biomass547

at depth. These plots show that as we move down the water column, there is a changing548

balance of nutrient and light availability affecting phytoplankton growth. The increased549

abundance of nutrients fuels the growth of phytoplankton near the surface. At depth, light550
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Figure 2.11: Difference in Ebp, chl&CDM model run minus chl-only model run.

limitation is increased to a level that results in diminished phytoplankton productivity.551

We analyze the competition of light and nutrient availability on biomass using the light552

and nutrient limitation factors previously discussed in the Methodology section. The aver-553

age light and nutrient limitation scaling factors over the surface 10m of each open ocean554

biome and the coastal region for the chl-only run are shown in Fig. 2.14a. The coastal555

region was defined as grid cells adjacent to land. Consider the placement of the vari-556

ous biomes on this plot for the model run where light attenuation depends on chlorophyll557

alone. The equatorial regions are least light limited, so they lie to the right on the x axis.558

The marginal ice zones and subpolar regions are most light limited and lie to the left on the559

x axis. The Southern Hemisphere biomes are in general more nutrient limited than their560

Northern Hemisphere counterparts, due to modeled iron limitation. They are found lower561

on the y axis.562

As additional light limitation is introduced by the inclusion of light absorption by CDM563
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Figure 2.12: Biomes as defined by Sarmiento et al. (2004) applied to GFDL CM2Mc with
chl&CDM kd parameterization, Eq. (3.4). Legend abbreviations: ice is marginal ice zone,
SP is subpolar, LL is lower latitude, SS is seasonally stratified, PS is permanently stratified,
EQ DW is equatorial downwelling, EQ UP is equatorial upwelling. Suffixes NH and SH
stand for Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere.

in the kd parameterization, these markers shift. Fig. 2.14b shows nlim and llim averaged564

over the surface 10m for the chl&CDM model run. The displacement of each point from565

panel a to its new coordinates in panel b are shown in vector form in panel c. The vector566

begins at its coordinates from panel a, i.e., values from the chl-only run, and terminates567

with an “x” at the new coordinates from the chl&CDM model run. This vector indicates568

the change in nutrient and light limitation between the two model experiments.569

The impact of these changes in light and nutrients on biomass can be seen by overlaying570

lines of constant biomass onto these plots. Using Eq. (2.9), we utilize the fact that in the571

BLING model, biomass scales as (C(nlim× llim)3 + (nlim× llim)). In panel c, all biome572

vectors point in the left and upward direction, indicating more nutrient availability and573

less light availability. The vectors cross contours of constant biomass in the direction of574
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Table 2.2: Difference in surface chlorophyll mgm−3, biomass mgC m−3 and macronu-
trient µM concentrations, chl&CDM minus chl-only. Surface values are the average over
the top 10m. All surface changes are statistically significant to three standard deviations.
Statistical significance tests were performed on decadally smoothed data from the final 100
years of the two model runs.

Biome ∆ chl % ∆ ∆ biomass % ∆ ∆ nutrient % ∆
Equatorial Upwell 0.28 22% 4.5 16% 0.053 14%
Equatorial Downwell 0.23 24% 4.2 17% 0.052 24%
Low Latitude Upwell 0.21 21% 3.1 15% 0.038 20%
Permanently Stratified 0.18 15% 2.0 10% 0.036 13%
Seasonally Stratified 0.52 7% 2.2 5% 0.066 15%
Subpolar NH 0.83 9% 4.2 7% 0.071 19%
Ice NH 0.90 18% 7.7 14% 0.10 23%
Subpolar SH 0.29 7% 0.97 3% 0.041 3%
Ice SH 0.18 11% 1.3 6% 0.038 2%

increasing biomass. Additional nutrient availability fuels increases in biomass in the upper575

10m of the ocean in almost every ocean biome, which is in agreement with the results576

reported in Table 2.2. Panel d is similar to panel c, but with nlim, llim values averaged577

over the upper 200m of the ocean. Here, the vectors are moving in a direction that crosses578

lines of decreasing biomass. This is consistent with results shown in Table 2.3. In this579

case, the decrease in light availability drives the decrease in biomass, despite the increase580

in nutrients.581

The two clusters of vectors, i.e., nlim and llim averaged over (1) 0 to 10m constituting582

a “euphotic regime” and (2) 0 to 200m constituting a “subsurface regime”, are shown on583

the same plot for comparison in Fig. 2.15. To first order, we think of the euphotic regime as584

the depth range that dominates the signal seen by satellite observations and the subsurface585

regime as the integrated impact over the entire ecosystem. The key difference between the586
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Figure 2.13: The depth profile of chlorophyll concentration mgm−3 in three biomes. The
black line indicates the chl-only run, red line represents chl&CDM run. The equatorial
upwelling and seasonally stratified biomes show increased peaks in the deep chlorophyll
maximum (DCM) when CDM is included. All three biomes show increased chlorophyll
near the surface, but diminished chlorophyll at depth.

two regimes is the vectors in the surface regime are crossing lines of constant biomass in587

the increasing biomass direction, while the vectors in the subsurface regime are crossing588

lines of constant biomass in the decreasing biomass direction. While there is a noticeable589

difference in the magnitude and angle of the vectors between these two regimes, these590

differences are only meaningful in the context of the vector’s placement in the domain. For591

example, the greatest decreases in depth-integrated biomass from the inclusion of CDM592

were found in high-latitude biomes and coastal region. This is most pronounced in the593

coastal region, where biomass diminished by 18%. The corresponding magenta vector594

in this plot noticeably spans the greatest distance in the direction of decreasing biomass595

contour lines. Although the vector for the Northern Hemisphere marginal ice zone (ice596

nh) is smaller, it is placed in the upper left hand corner where the contour lines are closer597

together. It crosses the appropriate number of lines of constant biomass to produce the598

10% drop in biomass in this region when CDM is included. In the surface regime, the599
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Figure 2.14: Light and nutrient limitation scaling factors for open ocean biomes and
coastal regions. (a) Average nlim, llim for chl-only model run, from 0 to 10m (b) aver-
age nlim, llim for chl&CDM model run, from 0 to 10m (c) vectors connecting coordinates
from panels (a, b), average from 0 to 10m. (d) Vectors starting at coordinates from chl-only
model run and terminating with an “x” at values from chl&CDM model run, average from
0 to 200m. Legend abbreviations: ice is marginal ice zone, sp is subpolar, ss is seasonally
stratified, ps is permanently stratified, ll is lower latitude, eq up is equatorial upwelling, eq
down is equatorial downwelling, coastal is coastal regions, defined as the grid cells adjacent
to land. Suffixes nh and sh stand for Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere.

greatest increases in biomass are in the equatorial biomes. While the “eq up” and “eq600

down” vectors are short, shown in Fig. 2.14c, the slope of the vector results in sufficient601

positive displacement in the y direction to produce increasing biomass. The slope of some602

of the higher latitude vectors, such as the seasonal stratified biomes are more parallel to the603

lines of constant biomass, which accounts for the smaller changes in surface biomass.604

Increases in surface chlorophyll ranged from 15 to 24% in the equatorial, low-latitude605

and permanently stratified biomes. In these areas, depth-integrated biomass decreased by606

≤ 6%. These biomes comprise the cluster of vectors on the bottom right hand side of the607
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Figure 2.15: All vectors from Fig. 2.14c and d, on the same plot. Vectors for nlim, llim
values averaged over the upper 10m occupy the “euphotic regime” and values averaged
over the upper 200m occupy the “subsurface regime”.

plot in Fig. 2.15. The variation in surface chlorophyll appears to depend on the seasonal608

availability of light, since the biomes are similarly nutrient limited. In these biomes, shoal-609

ing the euphotic zone concentrates phytoplankton closer to the surface. In equatorial and610

low-latitude regions, the steady supply of light and upwelling currents keep phytoplankton611

near the surface mostly year-round. Here, surface chlorophyll increased by 21–24%. In the612

permanently stratified biome, there are intermittent mixing events and, on average, down-613

welling currents. Mixing the phytoplankton throughout the water column has the effect614

of reducing the concentration of phytoplankton near the surface. Any increases in surface615

chlorophyll in the stratified regions will be intermittent and when annually averaged smaller616

than the changes found near the equator, which explains why surface chlorophyll increased617

by 15% in the permanently stratified biome.618
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Table 2.3: Difference in chlorophyll mgm−2, biomass mgC m−2 and macronutrients
mmolm−2 between the two model runs (chl&CDM minus chl-only), integrated over the
upper 200m.

Biome ∆ chl % ∆ ∆ biomass % ∆ ∆ nutrient % ∆
Equatorial Upwell −1.7 −7% −87 −6% 15 8%
Equatorial Downwell −1.2 −5% −67 −5% 17 11%
Low Latitude Upwell −0.74 −4% −38 −3% 13 9%
Permanently Stratified −0.77 −4% −61 −4% 11 11%
Seasonally Stratified −2.2 −5% −127 −5% 16 13%
Subpolar NH −8.8 −14% −482 −15% 15 11%
Ice NH −2.2 −5% −179 −8% 22 16%
Subpolar SH −1.6 −5% −139 −6% 7.4 2%
Ice SH −2.1 −9% −165 −10% 5.3 1%

2.3.4 COASTAL REGIONS AND MODEL ERROR619

The spatial distribution of light absorption by CDM in Fig. 2.7 and diminished atten-620

uation depth in Fig. 2.9 suggest the addition of CDM to the optical model would have621

a significant impact on ocean productivity in coastal regions. For the following analysis,622

the coastal region was defined as grid cells adjacent to land.623

In coastal regions, surface nutrients increased by 16%, surface biomass by 22% and624

surface chlorophyll by 35%. Depth-integrated trends were of the opposite sign compared625

to surface trends. Total biomass decreased by 18% and total chlorophyll decreased by 17%626

when CDM was included. The largest percentage change in integrated biomass was found627

in the equatorial latitudes, where there was up to a 38% drop in coastal biomass. High628

northern latitudes north of 60◦N experienced decreases of 17–36% in coastal biomass.629

These results are reported with the understanding that the coastal circulation is likely to630

be poorly resolved in our coarse model. Nonetheless, they highlight the potential impact of631
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Figure 2.16: Difference in attenuation depth in m; chl&CDM minus model run using
Eq. (2.3).

including the optical impact of CDM in coastal regions.632

The results shown in this paper compare the chl&CDM and chl-only model runs. A com-633

parison of the output of the chl&CDM model run and a model run with the original kd634

parameterization, Eq. (2.3), show qualitatively similar trends in coastal regions. Surface635

nutrients increased by 1%, surface biomass by 3% and surface chlorophyll by 6%, while636

depth-integrated biomass and chlorophyll decreased by 9% (chl&CDM minus model run637

using Eq. 2.3). It will be important for models to include the optical impact of CDM to638

avoid the potential error of misrepresenting light attenuation as models with finer grid res-639

olution are developed, especially in coastal regions.640

A similar comparison of the model runs using the chl&CDM and the original kd pa-641

rameterization, Eq. (2.3), for the entire ocean shows small changes in globally averaged642

surface and total nutrients, biomass and chlorophyll. Surface nutrients decreased by 3%,643

surface biomass decreased by 2% and surface chlorophyll decreased by 3%. Total biomass644
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increased by 1% and total chlorophyll increased by less than 1% when CDM was included.645

The differences in attenuation depth between chl&CDM and the original kd parameteriza-646

tion are between 0 and 2m for large areas of the ocean, as shown in Fig. 2.16. As mentioned647

in the Methodology section, the chlorophyll term has a smaller coefficient and exponent in648

Eq. (3.4) compared to Eq. (2.3). Separating the optical contribution of chlorophyll and649

CDM into two terms gave less weight to the chlorophyll term. In some regions with little650

attenuation by CDM, there was decreased surface attenuation in the model run that included651

CDM due to the decreased attenuation by the chlorophyll term. As a result, there are more652

areas where the difference in attenuation is equal to or greater than 0, which can be seen in653

a comparison of Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.9a. The attenuation depth increased by an average of654

0.9m in locations where the difference in attenuation depth was positive. Based on these655

results, we find that the biological model error from explicitly excluding the optical impact656

of CDM by using Eq. (2.3) to be small for the open ocean. The biological implication for657

ESMs using Eq. (2.3) is most profound for coastal regions, as described in the previous658

paragraph.659

2.4 CONCLUSIONS660

This paper addressed the impact of colored detrital matter on biological production661

by altering the attenuation of the in-water light field in the GFDL CM2Mc Earth system662

model with BLING biogeochemistry. Light absorption by detrital matter and CDOM, adg,663

was prescribed using a satellite data set with near-complete global surface ocean coverage.664
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The results show that increasing light limitation can decouple surface trends in modeled665

biomass and macronutrients. Although increased biomass is usually associated with high666

productivity and decreased nutrients, this was not the case in our light-limited model runs.667

Surface chlorophyll, biomass and nutrients all increased together. These changes can be668

attributed to increased biological productivity in the upper water column and a decrease669

below, which increased surface chlorophyll and biomass while simultaneously decreasing670

depth-integrated biomass. The diminished total biomass left excess nutrients in the water671

column that were eventually delivered to the surface, elevating surface macronutrient con-672

centrations. While absolute changes in chlorophyll and macronutrient concentrations were673

small, one key implication of this model experiment is that surface biomass trends may not674

reflect how light limitation is reducing ecosystem productivity. Understanding changes in675

ecosystem productivity requires both surface and depth-resolved information.676

Adding the optical impact of CDM decreased integrated coastal biomass and chloro-677

phyll concentrations by 18%. Additionally, surface chlorophyll concentrations in coastal678

regions increased by 35%. The open ocean biome analysis showed how, in the BLING679

model, changes in surface chlorophyll and biomass over the upper 200m in various biomes680

depend on a combination of light and nutrient availability. In the high latitudes, adding681

CDM to the light-only limited Northern Hemisphere vs. the iron–light co-limited Southern682

Hemisphere seemed to have different impacts on biomass decline. In the low to mid-683

latitudes, the impact of circulation on light availability for phytoplankton determined the684

structure of the chlorophyll profile and the response of that biome to a shrinking euphotic685
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zone. These results highlight the biomes that may be most vulnerable to changes in biomass686

and chlorophyll if met with changes in light availability. For example high-latitude biomes687

that were already light limited experienced the greatest drop in biomass from additional688

light limitation.689

In this study, the kd parameterization was developed with measurements from several690

major regions of the global oceans but did not comprehensively represent the entire ocean’s691

optical properties. The model results showed the greatest changes in biomass in the North-692

ern Hemisphere polar and subpolar regions, but our parameterization did not include in situ693

data from these regions. The spatial distribution of adg was fixed, so it could not respond to694

changes in the light field as chlorophyll concentration is able to do in the CM2Mc–BLING695

coupled physical–biogeochemical model configuration. The adg values were constant with696

time so the seasonal cycle was not represented. An analysis of satellite monthly climatol-697

ogy data shows there is more variability near river mouths and equatorial upwelling zones698

(not shown), indicating these areas would be most affected by including annual cycles.699

Furthermore, surface values were held constant throughout the water column.700

Resolving these simplifications may have important impacts. An interactive CDOM701

tracer would be best suited for such a task, once the mechanisms that control the production702

and degradation of CDM are better understood. Previous work has elucidated some poten-703

tial sources and sinks of CDOM to the ocean, including in situ production by heterotrophic704

microbial activity (Nelson et al., 2004), delivery by freshwater input from terrestrial sources705

and degradation by photobleaching when exposed to intense light conditions (Blough and706
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Vecchio, 2002). Recently, Nelson et al. (2010) showed the depth-resolved cross sections of707

aCDOM through the major ocean basins approximately follow apparent oxygen utilization708

contours. This suggests that oxygen might be used to improve modeling depth-dependent709

CDOM distributions in the future. Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) demonstrate a method for mod-710

eling an interactive CDOM tracer as a fraction of dissolved organic material production.711

Similar to the work presented in our paper, Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) compared model runs712

with and without the optical impact of CDOM and detrital matter. They found greater pro-713

ductivity and nutrient utilization at higher latitudes when CDOM and detrital matter were714

omitted, resulting in less nutrient delivery and consequently less biomass in lower latitudes.715

Their more sophisticated biogeochemical model was also able to evaluate changes in the716

prevalence of phytoplankton types associated with changes in the in-water light spectrum717

from including and removing CDOM and detrital matter. This particular method does not718

include the key process of terrestrial CDOM delivery. Modeling land sources of CDOM719

would be of particular importance to regions where CDOM abundance is in flux due to720

changes in the volume and composition freshwater runoff. In the Arctic Ocean, CDOM is721

of primary importance in determining the non-water absorption coefficient of light and its722

relatively concentrated presence increases energy absorbed in the mixed layer by trapping723

incoming shortwave radiation (Pegau, 2002). Hill (2008) used a radiative transfer model724

to find the absorption of shortwave radiation by CDOM can increase energy absorbed by725

the mixed layer by 40% over pure seawater and this additional energy accounts for 48% of726

springtime ice melt by water column heating. These impacts should be incorporated into727
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future Earth system models and existing higher-resolution regional models to more accu-728

rately simulate the ocean heat budget and marine biogeochemistry.729
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Abstract744

Recent observations of Arctic Ocean optical properties have found that colored dissolved745

organic matter (CDOM) is of primary importance in determining the non-water absorption746

coefficient of light in this region. Although CDOM is an important optical constituent in747

the Arctic Ocean, it is not included in most of the current generation of Earth System Mod-748

els (ESMs). In this study, model runs were conducted with and without light attenuation by749

colored detrital matter (CDM), the combined optical contribution of CDOM and non-algal750

particles, in the fully-coupled GFDL CM2Mc ESM to examine the differences in heating751

and ice formation in the high northern latitudes. The annual cycle of sea surface tempera-752

ture (SST) is amplified in the model run where the optical attenuation by CDM is included.753

Annually-averaged integrated ice mass is 5% greater and total ice extent is 6% greater due754

to colder wintertime SSTs. Differences in ocean heating (i.e. temperature tendency) be-755

tween the two model runs are well represented by the combined changes in heating by756

penetrating shortwave radiation, mixing and surface heat fluxes in the upper 100m. Short-757

wave radiation is attenuated closer to the surface, which reduces heating below 10m during758

summer months. Mixing entrains colder waters into the mixed layer during the autumn and759

winter months. Increased cloudiness and ice thickness in the model run with CDM reduces760

incoming shortwave radiation.761
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3.1 INTRODUCTION762

Decreasing snow cover, melting glaciers, increasing precipitation and increasing river763

discharge have been observed in the Arctic in the last century (Serreze et al., 2000; Peterson764

et al., 2002). It is expected that as temperatures continue to rise, river input to the Arctic765

Ocean will continue to increase. Rivers are a major source of chromophoric dissolved766

organic matter (CDOM), the optically significant component of the dissolved organic ma-767

terial pool, to the oceans (Blough and Vecchio, 2002). The potential for increasing CDOM768

abundance accompanying increasing river discharge has motivated optical oceanographers769

to characterize the optical properties of the Arctic Ocean in recent decades (Mitchell, 1992;770

Pegau, 2002; Matsuoka et al., 2007; Hill, 2008).771

The optical properties of a water body can be characterized in terms of its inherent772

optical properties (IOPs). The spectral absorption coefficient of light, a(λ) [m−1], is an773

IOP that represents the fraction of an incident beam of light on a small volume of water774

that is absorbed over a given distance. As IOPs are additive, the total spectral absorption775

coefficient of light (atot) for an oceanic water sample can be separated into the absorption776

coefficient by each aquatic constituent such that:777

atot(λ) = aw(λ) + aphyt(λ) + aCDOM(λ) + aNAP (λ), (3.1)

where aw is the spectrally dependent absorption coefficient of light by pure seawater, aphyt778

for phytoplankton, aCDOM for chromophoric dissolved organic matter and aNAP for non-779
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algal particles. The absorption coefficient for colored detrital matter (CDM), adg, is the780

sum of the last two terms, aCDOM and aNAP . Given that the absorption spectrum for pure781

seawater is the same everywhere, spatial variations in oceanic optical properties largely782

depend on the relative abundance of phytoplankton, CDOM and non-algal particles (NAP).783

Observations of Arctic Ocean optical properties have shown that CDOM is of primary784

importance in determining the non-water absorption coefficient of light. Pegau (2002) and785

Matsuoka et al. (2007) found that the diffuse attenuation coefficient and non-water absorp-786

tion coefficient was largely determined by light absorption by CDOM in the Chukchi and787

Beaufort Seas. Although CDOM is an important optical constituent in the Arctic Ocean, it788

is not included in most of the current generation of Earth System Models (ESMs).789

Previous studies including the optical contribution of key aquatic constituents in cou-790

pled climate models have mostly examined the impact of including solar attenuation by791

chlorophyll, the light-harvesting pigment in phytoplankton. Patara et al. (2012) and Wetzel792

et al. (2006) found Arctic sea ice generally decreased when chlorophyll was included in a793

fully coupled ocean-atmosphere-biogeochemistry model. The presence of phytoplankton794

in the upper ocean increased solar radiative heating and sea surface temperatures (SSTs)795

compared to the control run with fixed attenuation depth. In another study, including796

chlorophyll decreased ice thickness year-round but wintertime SSTs and ice extent were797

the same (Lengaigne et al., 2009). These results seem to suggest that including the optical798

attenuation by an additional optical constituent may warm Arctic Ocean SSTs and further799

decrease ice extent in a fully coupled climate model. However, including phytoplankton800
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increased wintertime Arctic sea ice extent by 2% (Manizza et al., 2005) in a global ocean801

general circulation model with forced atmosphere. In a study of the North Atlantic Ocean,802

including phytoplankton in a coupled ecosystem-circulation model resulted in net oceanic803

heat loss and small changes in SST (Oschlies, 2004). Given the lack of agreement in the804

literature, further investigation is warranted.805

One possible reason for the discrepancy between studies is that the inclusion of chloro-806

phyll in ESMs has been shown to change the strength and location of oceanic and atmo-807

spheric circulation patterns outside the Arctic Ocean (Gnanadesikan and Anderson, 2009;808

Patara et al., 2012). It is unclear whether changes in heating and sea ice previously reported809

for the Arctic Ocean originated from changes in heating within the Arctic Ocean, or were810

transported from lower latitudes via global-scale atmospheric and ocean circulation. An-811

derson et al. (2007) found that adding chlorophyll-dependent absorption to an ocean with812

only absorption by pure seawater induced annual-mean patterns of temperature change813

with cooling in the equatorial Pacific and warming in the Atlantic, with similarities to La814

Nina or a negative phase of the PDO. Both of these climate modes are thought to affect sea815

ice thickness and concentration in the Arctic Ocean (Lindsay and Zhang, 2005; Liu et al.,816

2004).817

In this study, we examine the impact of additional light attenuation by CDM on short-818

wave heating and ice formation in the high northern latitudes. The spatial distribution of819

light absorption by CDM is prescribed using a satellite data product, which by definition820

includes the light absorption by CDOM and NAP. In our model setup, the GFDL CM2Mc821
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ESM (Galbraith et al., 2011) includes a coupled ocean-atmosphere system with BLING822

ocean biogeochemical model (Galbraith et al., 2010). Section 2 further details the ESM823

model setup and the optical parameterization used to include light attenuation by aquatic824

constituents.825

In section 3, we compare the results from a model run with light attenuation by both826

chlorophyll and CDM to a model run where light attenuation depends on chlorophyll con-827

centration only. One key difference between our study and those mentioned earlier is that828

both our model runs include the optical attenuation by chlorophyll predicted by a biogeo-829

chemical model. Most previous studies have compared model runs with a fixed attenuation830

depth to attenuation that depends on chlorophyll concentration. Our study allows changes831

in light attenuation to feed back onto chlorophyll concentrations in ways generally not832

captured in previous work. The results in this study highlight changes in ocean hydrody-833

namics and relevant connections to the ice and atmosphere components. We conclude with834

a discussion of our results in the context of modeling efforts in this field in section 4.835

3.2 METHODS: MODEL DESCRIPTION AND SETUP836

The GFDL CM2Mc ESM is a fully-coupled global climate model with land, ice, at-837

mosphere and ocean components (Galbraith et al., 2011). In this section, we highlight key838

components of the ocean, ice and biogeochemical models that are relevant to this study.839

The Modular Ocean Model version 4p1 (MOM4p1) code is used to simulate ocean dynam-840

ics. We refer the reader to Griffies et al. (2005) for a complete description of the model841
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advection and diffusion schemes. The model has varying latitudinal resolution from 2/3◦842

near the equator to 3◦ in the mid-latitudes and 3◦ meridional resolution. Over the Arctic a843

tripolar grid with a nominal resolution of 3◦ is used. There are 28 vertical levels of increas-844

ing thickness with depth in the ocean. Ocean biogeochemistry is evaluated according to the845

BLING model (Galbraith et al., 2010) and is fully coupled with the hydrodynamic model.846

Heating in the vertical direction is determined by vertical diffusion, non-local mixing,847

and shortwave penetration. Vertical diffusion acts to redistribute heat through a transport848

that flows down (and is proportional to) the local gradient of temperature. The column sum849

of in-water heating by vertical diffusion approximately equals the sum of modeled surface850

and bottom fluxes:851

bottom∑
z=0

ρcp

(
∂T

∂t

)
vdiff

≈ Surface Heat Fluxes + Geothermal Heating. (3.2)

The constants ρ [kg m−3] and cp [J kg−1 ◦C−1] designate the density and heat capacity852

of seawater. Major modeled ocean surface heat fluxes include shortwave radiation, long-853

wave radiation, sensible and latent heating and cooling. Non-local mixing parameterizes854

the effect of eddies which span the mixed layer, stirring up dense water from the pycno-855

cline and transporting heat downwards (Troen and Mahrt (1986) as implemented by Large856

et al. (1994)). In regions where there is a net heat flux to or from the ocean, the resulting857

imbalance can either be supplied by horizontal mixing or by the advection of heat.858

In-water shortwave heating is calculated from the penetrating solar radiation at each859
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depth. An ocean optical model embedded in the biogeochemical model controls upper860

ocean shortwave attenuation. The biogeochemical model is coupled to the hydrodynamic861

model, which allows changes in chlorophyll concentration to produce changes in shortwave862

radiation absorption and vice versa. This feature incorporates the bio-optical feedback of863

chlorophyll on light attenuation, which is important for the realistic representation of the864

annual cycle of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean (Lengaigne et al., 2009). However, our model865

does not include phytoplankton within the ice sheet, as in the ice-algal ecosystem model of866

Jin et al. (2012).867

The decay of incident spectral irradiance Id(0, λ) [W m−2] with increasing depth z [m]868

in the ocean is approximated and modeled according to an exponential function:869

Id(z, λ) = Id(0, λ) exp[−
∫ z

0

kd(z
′, λ)dz′], (3.3)

where kd [m−1] is the attenuation coefficient for downwelling irradiance and λ [m] indi-870

cates the wavelength dependence of the incident irradiance, downwelling irradiance and871

attenuation coefficient. The attenuation depth is the reciprocal of kd, i.e. the first e-folding872

depth of the incident light on the surface of the ocean. Incident visible light at each depth873

is divided and averaged into two spectral bands, blue-green and red, which are attenuated874

by kd(bg) and kd(r) respectively.875

The attenuation coefficient varies as a function of aquatic constituents in the model. As876

presented in Kim et al. (2015), this relationship was derived from a best-fit analysis of 244877
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concurrent in situ bio-optical measurements of kd(bg), chlorophyll concentration and light878

absorption by CDM:879

kd(bg) = 0.0232 + 0.0513 · chl0.668 + 0.710 · adg(443) 1.13, (3.4)

880

where chl is the BLING model-predicted chlorophyll concentration and adg(443) is a satellite-881

estimated light absorption coefficient for colored detrital material (CDM) at 443nm. The882

constant 0.0232 is the band-averaged attenuation coefficient for pure seawater. The spec-883

tral absorption coefficient for CDM, adg [m−1], is operationally defined as the sum of the884

absorption coefficients for (1) non-algal particles (NAP), aNAP , and (2) light-absorbing dis-885

solved organic matter which passes through a 0.2–0.4 µm filter, aCDOM (i.e. adg = aNAP +886

aCDOM). The satellite dataset used to prescribe adg(443) is the average of the 2002 to 2013887

Aqua MODIS GSM adg(443) Level 3 annual composites from http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov.888

These values are fixed throughout the year and do not vary seasonally. The data was889

re-gridded to the ocean model’s spatial resolution and missing values were filled in by890

equal weight averaging over the pixel’s 8 neighbors. The satellite dataset used to prescribe891

adg(443) in this study is shown in Fig. 3.1a. For simplicity, we will refer to kd(bg) as kd892

for the remainder of this paper. We do not change the attenuation coefficient for red wave-893

lengths, kd(r), in this study because CDOM absorption is small compared to absorption by894

seawater and chlorophyll for these wavelengths.895
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Figure 3.1: (a) The prescribed spatial distribution of the absorption coefficient of light for
colored detrital matter, adg(443) [m−1], for the model runs in this study on the CM2Mc
ESM tracer grid. (b) Change in attenuation depth [m], chl&CDM minus chl-only, north of
40◦N. The attenuation depth is the reciprocal of the attenuation coefficient, k−1d . Calculated
by averaging monthly k−1d values, using the monthly climatology chlorophyll concentration
from the final 100 years of the biogeochemical model output and satellite-derived adg(443),
panel (a). Negative values indicate a shallower attenuation depth. Contour interval is 10m.
Adapted from Kim et al. (2015).

The ocean model is coupled to the GFDL thermodynamic-hydrodynamic sea ice sim-896

ulator (SIS) (Winton, 2000). The SIS calculates the mass, movement and thermodynamic897

properties of one snow layer and two ice layers. Ice is added to the bottom layer in the898

form of congelation ice from freezing at the ice-ocean interface and frazil ice formed in the899

ocean mixed layer. Congelation ice is formed when the latent heat flux at the bottom of the900

ice pack,Mb [W m−2], is less than zero. Changes in modeled latent heat depend on changes901

in sea surface temperature To [◦C], lower layer ice temperature T2 [◦C] and thickness of the902

ice layer hi [m]. This energy flux is calculated as the difference between the ocean-to-ice903
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bottom heat flux and the conductive flux of heat upward from the ice bottom:904

Mb = Fb −
[

4Ki(Tf − T2)
hi

]
, (3.5)

where Fb [W m−2] is the oceanic heat flux to the ice bottom, Ki [W m−1 ◦C−1] is the ther-905

mal conductivity of the ice layer, and Tf [◦C] is the temperature of the ice-ocean interface906

(fixed at the salinity-dependent freezing temperature of water). The ocean-to-ice heat flux,907

Fb, is a linear function of the ocean-ice temperature difference:908

Fb = Ko(To − Tf ), (3.6)

where Ko [W m−2 ◦C−1] is the thermal conductivity of the boundary layer at the ice-ocean909

interface. Frazil ice is formed in the uppermost grid cell of the ocean when the temperature910

of that box drops below freezing, supplying the required energy flux to return water in the911

grid cell to the freezing point. Additionally, snow below the water line is converted to snow912

ice. Solar radiation penetrates through sea ice and is attenuated with an optical depth of913

0.67m.914

For this study, model runs were conducted with and without light attenuation by CDM.915

The GFDL CM2Mc ESM with BLING ocean biogeochemistry was spun up for 1500 years916

with the Manizza et al. (2005) kd parameterization. Two model runs were initialized from917

this spun up state and were integrated for an additional 300 years: (1) the ”chl&CDM”918

model run utilizes the full kd(bg) parameterization, Eq. 3.4 and (2) the ”chl-only” run919
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which calculates the light attenuation coefficient with the chlorophyll-dependent term only:920

kd(bg) = 0.0232 + 0.0513·chl0.668.921

3.3 RESULTS922

We analyze the final 100 years of the two model runs. The difference between the two923

model runs (chl&CDM minus chl-only) shows the impact of added shortwave attenuation924

by CDM. We present average results over the final 100 years of the 300-year model runs925

to average over the interannual variability and so that our data does not include influences926

from the spinup period. The model output has a monthly resolution.927

A comparison of ice extent from the final 100 years of this study’s control run (chl-928

only) and satellite-derived monthly climatological values of ice extent from 1979 to 2007929

(Comiso et al., 2008) shows good agreement (<5% error) from March to May with larger930

discrepancies (up to 68%) from June to September. Our model slightly overestimates ice931

extent during the winter months and significantly underestimates ice extent during the warm932

summer months (see Table 3.1). The geographic extent of ice coverage in our model runs933

(illustrated by the ice thickness in Fig. 3.2a) mostly aligns with observations from Laxon934

et al. (2003) and Comiso et al. (2008), except in the Pacific sector where modeled ice935

coverage extends throughout and south of the Sea of Okhotsk. Laxon et al. (2003) observed936

thickest ice adjacent to the Canadian Archipelago. In our model run, thickest ice is found937

in the East Siberian Sea.938

Northern hemisphere (NH) ice thickness is greater when light attenuation by CDM is939
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Figure 3.2: (a) Modeled ice thickness [m] for March, averaged over the final 100 years
of the chl-only model run. (b) Annual change in ice thickness [m], chl&CDM minus chl-
only. Calculated by adding the monthly change in ice thickness at each grid cell over the
100-year monthly climatology. Countour interval is 0.2m for both panels.

included (Fig. 3.2b). Fig. 3.3a shows the total ice extent for the two model runs on the940

model grid. The annually averaged total NH ice extent, which we consider to be the area941

where ice is present at least one month during the year, is 6% larger when CDM is included,942

whereas the annually averaged total NH ice mass is 5% greater in the chl&CDM model run.943

In the following analysis, we compare all ice-covered regions against permanently ice-944

covered regions to show how surface ocean heating is affected by permanent ice cover. We945

define the ”total ice domain” as grid cells where sea ice is present at least one month during946

the year from both model runs and the ”permanent ice domain” as grid cells where modeled947

sea ice is present during all months of the year in both runs. The extent of these domains948

are shown in Fig. 3.3. Using an arbitrary latitude boundary to define the domain, such as949

the Arctic Circle, does not capture the entire ice extent and thus would be inadequate for a950

study comparing the hydrodynamics under the modeled ice.951
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Table 3.1: Ice extent from this study’s control run, in which light attenuation is a function
of chlorophyll only, and satellite monthly climatology from Comiso et al. (2008) from
1979-2007, in 106 km2. Data shown for March to September. Percent error calculated as
(modeled - observed

observed ).

Month chl-only Comiso et al. (2008) Difference % error
March 15.57 15.19 0.38 3 %
April 15.09 14.47 0.62 4 %
May 13.44 13.11 0.33 3 %
June 10.35 11.78 -1.43 -12 %
July 6.19 9.70 -3.51 -36 %

August 2.61 7.50 -4.89 -65 %
September 2.21 6.83 -4.62 -68 %

As the near-surface heating is proportional to the coefficient kd (Eq. 3.4), the decrease952

in attenuation depth seen in Fig. 3.1b results in increased near-surface heating. Changes in953

light attenuation from including CDM are strongly concentrated in the northern hemisphere954

high latitude region, suggesting locally driven impacts. Three key heating mechanisms link955

the optical forcing (adding CDM) to increased ice extent: penetrating shortwave radiation,956

vertical diffusion of surface heat fluxes and vertical mixing. In-water shortwave radiation is957

attenuated at shallower depths, trapping heat near the surface. In the month of July, there is958

generally more shortwave heating in the upper 10m (Fig. 3.4a) and less shortwave heating959

from 20m to 30m (Fig 3.4b). In the 20m to 30m range, temperature changes are generally960

of the same sign as shortwave heating (Fig. 3.4d). However, in the upper 10m, there are961

regions with cooler temperatures coincident with increased shortwave heating (compare962

panels a and c of Fig. 3.4). As it will be shown later on, differences in surface heat fluxes963

and vertical mixing generally act to cool surface waters during summer months when CDM964
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Figure 3.3: Light blue areas indicate regions where ice is present in both model runs.
Purple and orange regions are areas where ice is present for either the chl&CDM or chl-
only model runs, respectively. Land is designated by green grid cells. In this paper, we
define the ”total ice domain” as areas where ice is present at least one month during the
year for the chl&CDM and chl-only model runs (light blue, orange and purple areas in
panel a). The ”permanent ice domain” includes areas where ice is present throughout all
months of the year in both model runs (light blue areas in panel b). The CM2Mc model
grid is overlaid in gray.

is included.965

Here we describe the mechanism by which the inclusion of CDM alters the heat budget966

of the upper 100m of the water column throughout the year in the high latitude northern967

hemisphere. A summary of the argument is as follows: (1) penetrative shortwave radiation968

is absorbed closer to the surface during the summer, which increases SSTs but reduces969

heating below 20m, (2) increased summertime SSTs lead to more surface ocean heat losses970

(3) colder deep water is entrained into the mixed layer in the autumn and winter months,971
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which (4) cools SSTs. The increase in ice mass and extent in the chl&CDM run are directly972

linked to colder autumn and winter SSTs. Additional atmospheric effects reduce ocean973

surface radiative fluxes, which further reduce upper ocean heating. We do not include974

heating by vertical and horizontal advection in our analysis because the change in total975

heat transport in the high latitude northern hemisphere is close to zero. The change in976

vertical advective heat flux almost exactly cancels the change in horizontal advective heat977

flux into the Arctic (as calculated at 65◦N), producing an annually and regionally averaged978

change in advective heat flux of 0.05 W m−2.979

3.3.1 TEMPERATURE TENDENCY980

The temperature tendency, or the time derivative of local temperature changes, is the981

sum of all modeled in-water heating sources. The differences in the annual cycle of tem-982

perature (Fig. 3.5a) and temperature tendency (Fig. 3.6a) for the total ice domain shows983

how including CDM changes the vertical structure of temperature and heating in the upper984

100m. During the summer months, there is more heating in the upper 10m in the chl&CDM985

model run and less heating below 10m. This pattern is widespread throughout the region986

for shortwave heating during the month of July, as shown previously in Fig. 3.4a&b. Dur-987

ing the autumn and early winter months, there is cooling near the surface and warming988

below (Fig. 3.6a). As a result, SSTs are warmer from June to September and colder during989

the rest of the year (Fig. 3.5a).990

Changes in the annual cycle of the temperature tendency are well represented by the991
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sum of changes in the vertical heating terms between the two model runs. The sum of992

changes in shortwave heating, vertical diffusion and non-local mixing is shown in Fig. 3.6b,993

and bears close resemblance to the temperature tendency annual cycle shown in panel a.994

For the permanent ice domain, changes in the annual cycle of temperature tendency995

are also largely accounted for by the sum of changes in the three major vertical heating996

terms. There is again a close resemblance between the differences in temperature tendency997

(Fig. 3.6c) and the sum of differences in heating by shortwave heating, vertical diffusion998

and non-local mixing (Fig. 3.6d). In the absence of open water, temperatures in the upper999

100m are colder during the spring to summer months when CDM is included (Fig. 3.5b).1000

In the following subsections, the contribution by the three vertical heating terms to1001

changes in total water column heating (i.e. temperature tendency) are analyzed individu-1002

ally. Fig. 3.7 shows the difference between the two model runs for the annual cycles of1003

shortwave heating, vertical diffusion and vertical mixing.1004

3.3.2 SHORTWAVE HEATING1005

Of the three vertical heating processes, shortwave heating is the most directly linked to1006

the optical forcing. Heating by penetrating shortwave radiation is concentrated near the sur-1007

face when CDM is included (Fig. 3.7a, d). Since solar radiation is attenuated closer to the1008

surface, there is less warming below the first vertical layer. This effect is most pronounced1009

during the northern hemisphere summer months. For the total ice domain, shortwave heat-1010

ing integrated over the upper 10m and averaged from June to August increases by 6.17 W1011
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Table 3.2: Heating term closure for the total and permanent ice domains. Vertical heating
terms were integrated over the upper 10m and from 10m to 100m, then averaged over the
months shown. Units are W m−2. ”Net” heating column is the sum of shortwave heating
(swheat), vertical diffusion (vdiff) and non-local mixing (non-local) columns. ”Temp Tend”
is the integrated temperature tendency for the months and depths shown. ”Residual” is
calculated by subtracting the net heating column from the temperature tendency column.
This shows the heating that is not accounted for by the three vertical heating terms.

Domain Depth Months swheat non-local vdiff Net Temp Tend Residual
Total 0m-10m Jun to Aug 6.17 -0.139 -5.35 0.684 0.612 -0.0720
Total 10m-100m Jun to Aug -6.33 0.140 1.74 -4.44 -4.42 0.0254
Total 0m-10m Sept to Dec 1.39 -3.84 1.70 -0.756 -0.770 -0.0143
Total 10m-100m Sept to Dec -1.41 3.50 1.16 3.24 3.12 -0.125

Permanent 0m-10m Jun to Aug 3.24 -0.0571 -3.18 0.00291 -0.0814 -0.0843
Permanent 10m-100m Jun to Aug -3.33 0.0572 -0.0335 -3.31 -3.60 -0.296
Permanent 0m-10m Sept to Dec 0.503 -2.56 2.18 0.127 0.0630 -0.0641
Permanent 10m-100m Sept to Dec -0.514 2.58 0.0661 2.13 1.97 -0.170

m−2, while shortwave heating decreases by 6.33 W m−2 from 10m to 100m (Table 3.2).1012

For the permanent ice domain, shortwave heating increases by 3.24 W m−2 integrated over1013

the upper 10m and decreases by 3.33 W m−2 integrated from 10m to 100m and averaged1014

from June to August (Table 3.2).1015

3.3.3 VERTICAL MIXING1016

As previously noted, the non-local mixing term represents mixing due to eddies that1017

span the mixed layer. This process vertically redistributes heat mostly during autumn and1018

winter months, when the mixed layer deepens and cold water is entrained from below the1019

mixed layer. There is cooling within the mixed layer and warming below the mixed layer by1020

the non-local mixing term during these months, as shown in Fig. 3.7b, e. In the chl&CDM1021

run, this change in vertical mixing cools surface waters relative to the chl-only run. As1022
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discussed in the previous section, including CDM inhibits heating by penetrating short-1023

wave radiation below 10m during summer months. Non-local mixing delivers these colder1024

deep waters to the surface while mixing down warmer surface waters from September to1025

December.1026

There is more near-surface cooling by non-local mixing in the total ice domain than1027

in the permanent ice domain. The average change in heating by non-local mixing from1028

September to December is -3.84 W m−2 integrated over the upper 10m of the total ice1029

domain, compared to -2.56 W m−2 in the permanent ice domain. From 10m to 100m, the1030

change in heating by non-local mixing is also greater in the total ice domain than in the1031

permanent ice domain during these months (Table 3.2). Since the total ice domain has a1032

stronger temperature gradient at the end of the summer, more heat is vertically redistributed1033

by non-local mixing in the autumn and winter months.1034

3.3.4 VERTICAL DIFFUSION (SURFACE HEAT FLUXES)1035

Including CDM has indirect effects on the atmosphere and ice which contribute to wa-1036

ter column heating and cooling. Changes in sea surface temperature are accompanied by1037

increased ice and clouds in the chl&CDM model run. The in-water vertical distribution of1038

surface heat fluxes is included in the vertical diffusion term (Eq. 3.2). Differences in the1039

vertical diffusion term between the two model runs are mostly due to changes in shortwave,1040

longwave, evaporative and sensible surface heat fluxes. Surface fluxes are ocean relative.1041

Shortwave surface heat flux is positive because it warms the ocean. When net longwave,1042
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evaporative and sensible heat fluxes are negative, they cool the ocean.1043

When CDM is included, summertime SSTs increase over the total ice domain (Fig. 3.5a).1044

This layer of warm water is cooled by additional evaporative and sensible cooling over1045

the summer months. There is also less shortwave surface heat flux for most of the year1046

(Fig. 3.8a,b). This is due to the increased clouds and ice in the chl&CDM model run. The1047

decrease in heating by vertical diffusion during the summer months (Fig. 3.7c) is due to the1048

negative total change in heat fluxes (Fig. 3.8a). The average change in heating by vertical1049

diffusion from June to August integrated over the upper 10m is -5.35 W m−2 (Table 3.2).1050

The increase in ice also acts to insulate the water during autumn and winter months,1051

resulting in less evaporative, longwave and sensible cooling at the ocean surface. Reduced1052

cooling gives an overall positive sign change in surface heat fluxes from September to1053

March (Fig. 3.8a). This coincides with the positive sign change in heating by vertical diffu-1054

sion during these months (Fig. 3.7c). The average increase in heating by vertical diffusion1055

from September to December integrated over the upper 10m is 1.70 W m−2 (Table 3.2).1056

This increase in heating by vertical diffusion should be interpreted as reduced atmospheric1057

cooling.1058

Monthly differences in radiative surface heat fluxes at the top of the ocean include1059

the combined effect of atmosphere and ice changes, since radiative fluxes must penetrate1060

both the atmosphere and ice before reaching the ocean surface (solid lines, Fig. 3.8b,e).1061

Differences in net radiative surface heat fluxes at the top of the ice (dashed lines, Fig. 3.8b,e)1062

are indicative of atmospheric changes only, such as cloud cover. We can calculate the1063
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contribution to changes in radiative surface heat fluxes due to ice by taking the difference1064

between these two (Fig. 3.8c,f). Over the total ice domain, the annually-averaged change1065

in shortwave heat flux is -1.3 W m−2. Increased cloud coverage accounts for 64% of the1066

decrease, while increased ice extent and thickness accounts for 36%. The average net1067

longwave cooling is reduced by 0.89 W m−2, of which 48% is due to cloud effects and1068

52% is due to ice effects.1069

In the permanent ice domain, greater cloud coverage decreases surface shortwave heat1070

flux and greater ice thickness decreases sensible heat flux from May to August (Fig. 3.8d).1071

These changes coincide with decreases in heating by vertical diffusion in the upper 10m1072

(Fig. 3.7f). From September to December, there is less surface evaporative, longwave and1073

sensible cooling which results in increases in heating by vertical diffusion in the upper 10m1074

(Fig. 3.8d, Fig. 3.7f). The average surface shortwave heat flux decreases by 0.87 W m−2, of1075

which 61% can be attributed to increased cloudiness and 39% can be attributed to increased1076

ice thickness. Average longwave heat flux increases (i.e. there is less net longwave cooling)1077

by 0.54 W m−2, of which 46% is due to increased cloudiness and 54% is due to increased1078

ice thickness.1079

3.3.5 ROLE OF SST IN THE ICE AND ATMOSPHERIC MODELS1080

The optical attenuation by CDM has a direct impact on penetrating shortwave radiation1081

and indirect impacts on heating by vertical diffusion and non-local mixing. From June to1082

August, the direct effect of heating by penetrating shortwave radiation warms the upper1083
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10m. From September to December, the indirect effect of cooling by non-local mixing1084

cools the upper 10m. The net balance of heating and cooling for the upper 10m and from1085

10m to 100m (Table 3.2) shows that changes in these vertical heating terms mostly account1086

for the changes in temperature tendency. These changes result in warmer SSTs from June1087

to September and colder SSTs for the rest of the year in the chl&CDM run (Fig. 3.5).1088

Ice formation in the model depends on SST. The Sea Ice Simulator calculates the en-1089

ergy flux for forming congelation ice at the bottom of the ice pack according to Eq. 3.5.1090

When the latent heat at the bottom of the ice is negative (Mb<0), sea ice is added to the1091

bottom ice layer. Since there is more ice in the chl&CDM model run, we expect to see more1092

latent heat loss in this run than in the chl-only run. This can be achieved by decreasing the1093

lower layer ice temperature T2 in Eq. 3.5 and by decreasing the sea surface temperature1094

(SST) To in Eq. 3.6. As shown in Table 3.3, SSTs are colder from October to May and1095

lower layer ice temperatures are colder throughout the year in the chl&CDM model run.1096

For a given freezing temperature and lower layer ice thickness, decreases in SST and lower1097

layer ice temperature give a more negative Mb and thus more modeled sea ice. We also1098

present the change in Mb only over areas where Mb<0 to examine the change in energy1099

balance responsible for freezing ice in Table 3.3. The largest changes in SST, lower layer1100

ice temperature, and latent heat loss (Mb<0) occur in January, where -0.11◦C and -0.15◦C1101

changes in SST and lower layer ice temperature correspond to a -1.1 W m−2 change in1102

latent heat. Although frazil formation is another mechanism that adds to bottom ice forma-1103

tion in the sea ice model, the difference in energy that goes into frazil formation between1104
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Table 3.3: Difference (chl&CDM minus chl-only) in monthly ice thickness hi [cm], sea
surface temperature (SST) To [◦C], lower layer ice temperature T2 [◦C], ocean to ice heat
flux Fb [W m−2] (from Eq. 3.6) and ice bottom melting & freezing energy fluxMb [W m−2]
averaged over the total ice domain. The final column is the difference in Mb only in areas
where Mb<0 for a given month. This isolates areas where energy is going toward freezing
ice.

Month ∆ hi ∆ To ∆ T2 ∆ Fb ∆ Mb ∆ (Mb<0)
January 2.6 -0.11 -0.15 -2.5 -3.6 -1.1

February 3.2 -0.098 -0.11 -3.9 -4.0 -0.50
March 3.6 -0.096 -0.13 -4.7 -5.2 -0.56
April 3.8 -0.095 -0.086 -3.3 -3.5 -0.30
May 3.7 -0.081 -0.063 -2.0 -2.3 -0.15
June 3.7 0.011 -0.021 1.2 1.0 –
July 2.4 0.11 -0.016 4.7 4.6 –

August 1.0 0.14 -0.0091 4.2 4.7 –
September 0.52 0.094 -0.011 1.7 1.9 0.089

October 0.53 -0.035 -0.024 -1.0 -1.1 -0.18
November 1.0 -0.11 -0.054 -2.6 -3.0 -0.70
December 1.6 -0.12 -0.073 -2.9 -3.4 -0.84

the two model runs is less than 0.01 W m−2 for any given month. The resulting changes1105

in monthly sea ice thickness are listed in Table 3.3 alongside the changes in corresponding1106

monthly temperatures and heat fluxes.1107

In the permanent ice domain, the same physical mechanisms for summertime warming1108

and wintertime cooling are also at work but they are weaker because of the ice coverage.1109

In addition, the indirect atmosphere and ice effects from including CDM have a bigger1110

impact in this domain. As mentioned in the previous section, decreases in summertime1111

surface shortwave and sensible heat fluxes contribute to cooling in the vertical diffusion1112

term (Fig. 3.8d, Fig. 3.7f). The net effect is colder temperatures (Fig. 3.5b) and decreased1113

summertime temperature tendency (Fig. 3.6c) over the upper 100m. Colder SSTs increase1114
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ice mass by 6% and ice extent by 2% in the permanent ice domain.1115

Areas with increased cloud coverage in the high latitude northern hemisphere generally1116

overlap with areas where downward shortwave radiative flux through the atmosphere at1117

the surface are diminished (not shown). We hypothesize that the increase in clouds is due1118

to the decrease in SSTs throughout much of the year, which stabilizes the atmospheric1119

boundary layer resulting in more low-level clouds. This is consistent with observations for1120

the Northeast Pacific Ocean that suggest a negative correlation between SSTs and low-level1121

clouds (Clement et al., 2009). Broccoli and Klein (2010) found this relationship to hold for1122

simulations in the GFDL CM2.1 ESM.1123

3.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS1124

In this study, we reported results pertaining to ocean heating and ice formation associ-1125

ated with including an optically significant constituent in an ESM. Adding CDM attenuated1126

light at shallower depths, preventing penetrative shortwave heating of deeper waters. Re-1127

cent in-situ observations from an ice-tethered profiler by Jackson et al. (2010) highlight1128

the role of subsurface summertime radiative heat storage in determining the annual cycle1129

of ice formation and melt in the Arctic Ocean. A combination of salinity and temperature1130

stratification from freshwater formed by ice melt was found to isolate warm waters below1131

the mixed layer throughout the summer in the Canada Basin. Subsurface waters continued1132

to warm via penetrating solar radiation until the autumn months when ice stopped melting1133

and the salinity stratification broke down. Our modeling study suggests that if subsurface1134
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summertime radiative heat storage were diminished in the Arctic Ocean, colder waters1135

would be mixed up to the surface during the autumn and winter months, aiding ice forma-1136

tion in the wintertime. This physical mechanism should be further investigated in higher1137

resolution regional models and verified by additional in situ observations.1138

Variations in the seasonal cycle of ice extent between ESMs can change the net effect of1139

heating terms on SST and subsequently ice formation. In this study, increased summertime1140

penetrative shortwave heating resulted in warmer SSTs over the total ice domain. Over the1141

permanent ice domain, summertime SSTs were colder due to increased cloudiness and sen-1142

sible cooling. The difference between these two domains is the seasonal ice extent, or areas1143

where ice is present during some (but not all) months of the year. The proportional areal1144

extent of this seasonally varying ice region will largely determine the relative contribution1145

of the vertical heating terms to domain-averaged heating and temperature in a given ESM.1146

Including CDM in an ESM affects key heating processes that are responsible for varia-1147

tions in ice growth and decay across coupled global climate models. In a comparison of 141148

coupled global climate models, Holland et al. (2010) found that models with larger annual1149

Arctic ice melt were generally those with stronger absorption of shortwave radiation in the1150

summer. Models with thicker ice simulated less net surface longwave heat loss during the1151

winter months. The results in this study also show that summertime shortwave radiation1152

and wintertime net longwave cooling are key processes that contribute to ice melt and for-1153

mation. The chl&CDM run showed greater penetrative shortwave heating near the surface1154

during the summer months and less longwave cooling throughout the year. These changes1155
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resulted in a larger amplitude of annual ice growth and melt (based on ice thickness) and1156

overall thicker ice when CDM was included. Studies predicting the future of Arctic sea ice1157

should consider the sensitivity of their results to the optics in the model configuration.1158

The optical model used in this study, as reported in Kim et al. (2015), improves upon1159

an existing parameterization for the light attenuation coefficient, kd, by adding a term to1160

include light attenuation by CDM. This study demonstrates one method of incorporating1161

key optical constituents into global climate models. While computationally efficient and1162

easy to implement in existing ESM and OGCM optical models, this method assumes a1163

fixed optical relationship between kd, chlorophyll concentration and adg(443). Other opti-1164

cal modeling approaches involve calculating the in-water irradiance based on the modeled1165

inherent optical properties (IOPs) of aquatic constituents (Dutkiewicz et al., 2015) and ra-1166

diative transfer modeling (Mobley, 2011; Mobley et al., 2015). These approaches more1167

accurately represent the underwater light field and similar approaches should be used in1168

future studies to investigate connections between ocean optics, heating and ice.1169

Our finding that including CDM results in greater ice mass generally seems to contra-1170

dict previous studies that modeled less ice with the inclusion of chlorophyll (Wetzel et al.,1171

2006; Lengaigne et al., 2009; Patara et al., 2012). These studies compared a base case1172

scenario with fixed attenuation depth to a model run that included chlorophyll predicted by1173

a biogeochemical model. One key difference between the current study and previous ones1174

is that we predict chlorophyll concentration with a biogeochemical model in both our base1175

case (i.e. ”chl-only”) and experimental (i.e. ”chl&CDM”) model runs. By comparing two1176
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model runs with model-predicted chlorophyll, we capture differences in the annual cycle of1177

phytoplankton bloom and decay unlike the previous studies with a fixed attenuation depth1178

in the base case model run. Including CDM shoals the attenuation depth, which concen-1179

trates chlorophyll closer to the surface (Kim et al., 2015). Seasonal changes in biota in1180

both model runs further attenuate light and affect ocean physics in our fully-coupled model1181

setup. This biophysical feedback possibly contributes to the discrepancies between this and1182

previous studies.1183

Another major difference between this and previous studies is the geographic distribu-1184

tion of changes in ocean color. Changes in light attenuation were concentrated in coastal1185

regions and the Arctic based on our satellite data product. This is likely due to the fact that1186

riverine discharge during the spring freshet is one major source of CDOM to the Arctic1187

Ocean. Stedmon et al. (2011) found greatest absorption by CDOM associated with peak1188

discharge rates in all major Arctic river basins.1189

Future studies can improve upon our simulations by interactively modeling CDOM in-1190

stead of prescribing its optical attenuation based on a satellite dataset. Riverine discharge1191

is one known source of CDOM. It has also been known to degrade under prolonged ex-1192

posure to sunlight. Photobleaching was found to diminish the light absorption coefficient1193

for CDOM at 440nm by 34% from spring to summer in the western Arctic Ocean surface1194

waters (Matsuoka et al., 2011). These major sources and sinks could be incorporated into1195

an optical model for predicting CDOM absorption, which would be a powerful tool for1196

predicting the future of ocean color in the Arctic Ocean. As shown in this study, the asso-1197
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ciated changes in optical properties could have important consequences for Arctic sea ice1198

thickness and extent.1199
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Figure 3.4: Difference (chl&CDM minus chl-only) in in-water (a)&(b) shortwave heating
[W m−2] and (c)&(d) temperature [◦C] for July, averaged over the final 100 years of the
two model runs. Panels (a)&(c) show the differences in shortwave heating and temperature
for the surface layer, which includes the upper 10m, (b)&(d) show the differences from
20m to 30m depth.
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Figure 3.5: Monthly difference (chl&CDM minus chl-only) in ocean temperature [◦C] for
the upper 100m, averaged over (a) the total ice domain and (b) the permanent ice domain.
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Figure 3.6: Monthly difference (chl&CDM minus chl-only) in temperature tendency and
sum of major vertical heating terms for the upper 100m, horizontally averaged over the
total ice domain in [W m−3]. Panels (a) & (b) are for the total ice domain; (c) & (d) for
the permanent ice domain. Major vertical heating terms include shortwave heating, vertical
diffusion and non-local mixing.
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Figure 3.7: Monthly difference (chl&CDM minus chl-only) in shortwave heating, non-
local mixing and vertical diffusion for the upper 65m over the total ice domain (panels a,
b, c) and the permanent ice domain (panels d, e, f), in [W m−3]. The sum of (a), (b) and
(c) gives Fig. 3.6b; sum of (d), (e) and (f) gives Fig. 3.6d. Bold white line in (b) and (e)
indicates mixed layer depth for the chl&CDM model run. Mixed layer depths for the total
ice domain are between 101m to 164m from January to April.
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Figure 3.8: Difference (chl&CDM minus chl-only) in monthly surface heat fluxes [W
m−2] for the total and permanent ice domains. Panels (a) & (d) show the changes in major
surface heat fluxes at the ocean surface. Net shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) surface
heat fluxes at the ocean surface and ice surface shown in (b) & (e). Panels (c) & (f) are the
change in ocean surface heat fluxes that can be attributed to increased ice in the chl&CDM
model run. This is calculated by taking the difference in the net radiative fluxes at the ocean
and ice surfaces (i.e. solid minus dashed lines from panels b & e). Surface fluxes are ocean
relative. Positive changes indicate increased ocean heat gain or reduced ocean heat loss.
Negative changes indicate reduced ocean heat gain or increased ocean heat loss.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION1211

Coastal waters are known to contain colored organic materials, often associated with1212

the breakdown of terrestrial organic material. These materials tend to absorb most strongly1213

at shorter wavelengths associated with blue-green and ultraviolet (UV) light. One result of1214

this absorption is to make the water look more yellow. This effect arises from the fact that1215

these colored materials absorb most strongly in the blue wavelengths where pure water is1216

most transparent to light, and so acts to confine solar heating near the ocean surface.1217

Almost all Earth System Models operationally run for climate projection assume that1218

the attenuation of sunlight in the ocean depends only on the concentration of chlorophyll-a,1219

the primary photosynthetic pigment in phytoplankton (Morel, 1988). In doing so, light at-1220

tenuation by all aquatic materials is presumed to vary in proportion to phytoplankton abun-1221

dance. This so-called bio-optical approximation often does not apply in coastal regions and1222

for large expanses of the ocean poleward of 40◦ (Siegel et al., 2005a). As suggested by work1223

from lakes and estuaries, terrestrial processes largely control the abundance of optically ac-1224

tive organic matter. In oceanic environments, colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) is1225

produced as a by-product of microbial metabolism (Nelson et al., 2004). Neither of these1226

processes mechanistically vary proportionally with phytoplankton growth. Therefore, light1227

attenuation by CDM should be modeled independently of chlorophyll concentration.1228

In this work we show that the light attenuation by CDM in the ocean systematically1229

increases the range of sea surface temperatures (SSTs). The similar impact of chlorophyll1230

in trapping heat near the surface has been examined in a number of recent studies (Manizza1231
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et al., 2005; Gnanadesikan and Anderson, 2009; Patara et al., 2012). While one might1232

naively expect that trapping heat near the surface would produce warming everywhere, the1233

concomitant cooling of the deeper ocean has been found to be important as well. In the1234

tropics this cooling was found to sharpen the thermocline, with the cold signal upwelling1235

along the equator and enhancing the cold tongue (Anderson et al., 2007).1236

To date, studies of the role of solar absorption on climate have focused on impacts1237

on the mean state or on long-period variability such as the El Nino Southern Oscillation1238

(Murtugudde et al., 2002; Ballabrera-Poy et al., 2007; Anderson et al., 2007, 2009). Little1239

attention has been paid to the impact of ocean color on the range of temperatures seen at1240

individual sites. From an ecological standpoint, many organisms exist within a preferred1241

temperature range and prolonged conditions outside of this range can result in significant1242

mortality. Extended periods of time where temperatures exceed climatological values have1243

been implicated in coral bleaching (Strong et al., 2006), while cold winters have been1244

shown to kill larval fish such as the Atlantic Croaker (Lankford Jr and Targett, 2001).1245

The in-water attenuation of solar radiation due to CDM can be parameterized in terms1246

of aquatic constituents. The absorption coefficient of light from detrital particles and dis-1247

solved colored materials, adg [m−1], can be measured in situ and can also be estimated from1248

satellite-derived ocean color data products. Recent work has combined these techniques to1249

develop a parameterization of the attenuation depth of blue-green light in terms of chloro-1250

phyll concentration and satellite-estimated adg at a wavelength of 443nm (Kim et al., 2015).1251

Using this parameterization, we have performed simulations with an Earth System Model1252
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in which we let (1) adg(443) = 0 everywhere but retain the impact of model-predicted1253

chlorophyll and (2) allow adg(443) to take the value found by the satellite ocean color data1254

product. The difference between these two simulations isolates the impact of optical atten-1255

uation by CDM in the Earth System. The following results show the impact of widespread1256

ocean yellowing, since CDM preferentially absorbs blue light.1257

4.2 METHODS1258

The model experimental setup and configuration summarized here are identical to that1259

of Kim et al. (2015, 2016). The GFDL CM2Mc (Galbraith et al., 2011) with BLING1260

biogeochemistry (Galbraith et al., 2010) is an IPCC-class Earth System Model (ESM)1261

with fully coupled land-ocean-atmosphere-ice components. In-water spectral irradiance,1262

Id(z, λ) [W m−2], is calculated according to the assumption that light diminishes approxi-1263

mately exponentially with depth: Id(z, λ) = Id(0, λ)e
∫ z
0 kd(z

′,λ)dz′ , where Id(0, λ) [W m−2]1264

is the incident light at the surface of a layer and kd(λ) [m−1] is the light attenuation coef-1265

ficient for that layer. Higher abundances of aquatic constituents, such as phytoplankton or1266

dissolved materials, diminish the fraction of light that passes through the water. The light1267

attenuation coefficient is calculated at every depth as a function of the chlorophyll-a con-1268

centration and the light absorption coefficient by colored detrital matter (CDM) at 443nm,1269

adg(443) [m−1].1270

In most other Earth System Model simulations, the light attenuation coefficient is cal-1271

culated as a function of chlorophyll only. This employs the bio-optical assumption, which1272
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states that the optical attenuation by all aquatic constituents co-vary with chlorophyll-a,1273

the primary photosynthetic pigment in marine algae. In our simulations, we separate1274

the optical attenuation by colored detrital matter (CDM) by using a parameterization for1275

light attenuation that decouples the contribution by chlorophyll-a and CDM: kd(z, bg) =1276

0.0232 + 0.0513 · [chl]0.668 + 0.710 · adg(443) 1.13. Here, the light attenuation coefficient1277

for the blue-green wavelengths, kd(bg), is a function of both chlorophyll-a concentration,1278

[chl], and light absorption by CDM at 443nm, adg(443). The chlorophyll-a concentration1279

used in calculating kd(bg)is predicted by the biogeochemical model. Light absorption by1280

CDM takes the value of the satellite-derived MODIS Aqua annual composite data product1281

for adg(443) processed by the GSM algorithm (Maritorena et al., 2002) averaged from 20021282

to 2013. We ran two model simulations for 300 years: (1) the control run, in which we let1283

adg = 0 and (2) the CDM run, in which we let adg take the satellite-prescribed value.1284

4.3 RESULTS1285

4.3.1 EXTREME SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURES1286

SSTs in the CDM run are both warmer and colder than the maximum and minimum1287

temperatures from the control run globally. There is a widespread increase in the stan-1288

dard deviation of SST (Fig. 4.1b). Largest increases in maximum temperature are broadly1289

distributed poleward of 35◦(Fig. 4.1c). There are small changes in the annual mean SST,1290

which are generally on the order of a few tenths of a degree (Fig. 4.1a).1291

Since repeat occurrences of extreme temperatures are important for marine ecosystems,1292
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Figure 4.1: Difference in (a) mean sea surface temperature, (b) standard deviation of tem-
perature, (c) maximum temperature and (d) minimum temperature between the two model
runs, all in ◦C. CDM minus control for the final 100 years of the model simulations.

we evaluate the number of times that the control run maximum and minimum temperatures1293

are exceeded when CDM is included (Fig. 4.2). Two notable regions where minimum and1294

maximum temperatures are exceeded span large sections of the North Pacific and North At-1295

lantic Oceans. Maximum temperatures in the CDM model run exceed those of the control1296

run along the U.S. West Coast, the East Coast of Canada and coastal Europe. In the North1297

Pacific, colder minimum temperatures are widespread throughout and south of the Bering1298

Sea and along the U.S. and Canadian West Coast. In the North Atlantic, minimum temper-1299

atures are colder in the Irminger and Iceland Basins, as well as along coastal Europe. Some1300
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Figure 4.2: The number of months where the SST [◦C] in the CDM run exceeds the (a)
maximum or (b) minimum SST of the control run during the last 100 years (1200 months).
Note the difference in color bar axes.

regions with colder minimum temperatures overlap regions with warmer maximum tem-1301

peratures, such as stretches of the U.S. West Coast. Overall, there are more occurrences of1302

extreme cold temperatures than warm temperatures (note the difference in color bar scales1303

in Fig. 4.2).1304

4.3.2 SHORTWAVE HEATING AND SST1305

Optical attenuation directly controls in-water heating by shortwave radiation. In this1306

section, we investigate the relationship between shortwave heating anomaly from 0-10m1307

and SST anomaly for the final 100 years of the CDM run only. A least squares regression1308

on the time series of these two variables using model output from the CDM run shows1309

variations in SST anomaly are well-predicted by variations in surface shortwave heating1310

anomaly in select polar regions only. The coefficient of determination (R2) is highest1311
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Figure 4.3: Linear regression analysis on time series of anomalous penetrative shortwave
heating in the upper 10m and anomalous SST: (a) regression coefficient [◦C/W m−2] (b)
coefficient of determination,R2 (c) correlation coefficient,R and (d) correlation coefficient,
R, with SST anomaly lagging penetrative shortwave heating anomaly by 1 month. Contour
interval for (a) is 0.1 ◦C/W m−2, for (b) is 0.2.

throughout the Arctic Ocean and in coastal areas around Antarctica (Fig. 4.3b). In gen-1312

eral, the two variables are positively correlated for most of the ocean (Fig. 4.3a, c). This1313

correlation improves in some polar coastal regions when SST anomaly lags shortwave heat-1314

ing anomaly by one month (compare Fig. 4.3 c and d). SST anomaly in a given month is1315

better predicted by shortwave heating anomaly in the prior month in these locations. The1316

slope and correlation between shortwave heating and SST are negative in the Equatorial1317

Pacific, but the coefficient of determination is small.1318
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This analysis shows that surface shortwave heating anomaly is a poor predictor of SST1319

anomaly for most of the ocean (Fig. 4.3b). Changing the light attenuation in the surface1320

ocean directly affects the surface shortwave heating, but its effect on SST is complicated by1321

air-sea fluxes and ocean circulation. In the following analysis, we analyze SST changes in1322

the North Pacific and North Atlantic basins because these locations show a high occurrence1323

of more extreme temperatures in the CDM run (Fig. 4.2) and larger changes in penetrative1324

shortwave heating than in other locations. While there are other large regions with more1325

extreme SSTs, there are small changes in the penetrative shortwave heating which suggests1326

that the changes in SST may not be related to the difference in light attenuation between1327

the two model runs.1328

4.3.3 SEASONAL CHANGES IN HEATING AND TEMPERATURE: NORTHERN PACIFIC1329

OCEAN1330

Summertime SSTs are generally warmer throughout the northern Pacific Ocean in the1331

CDM run (Fig. 4.4a). On a basin scale, this can likely be attributed to the shallower attenu-1332

ation depths in the CDM run, which increases heating by penetrative shortwave radiation in1333

the upper 10m (Fig. 4.4c). Shoaling the attenuation depth also decreases penetrative short-1334

wave heating below the surface layer, which contributes to colder subsurface temperatures1335

(Fig. 4.4b, d). Upon closer examination, we find that areas with the largest increases in1336

surface heating do not overlap with areas where largest increases in SST are found. This1337

spatial mismatch can be explained by the average surface ocean circulation in the region.1338
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Figure 4.4: North Pacific Ocean difference in July to September averaged (A) sea surface
temperature [◦C], (B) temperature from 20m to 30m [◦C], (C) penetrative shortwave heat-
ing for the upper 10m [W m−3] and (D) penetrative shortwave heating from 20m to 30m
[W m−3]. CDM minus control run. Overlay: (A) 0 to 10m and (B) 20m to 30m average
July to September ocean currents for the control run. Larger arrows on flowlines indicate
faster currents.

In the northeastern Pacific Ocean, the eastward flow of the North Pacific Current forks1339

northward into the Alaska Current and southward to join the California Current. July to1340

September SSTs in are generally warmer in the CDM run along the North Pacific Current,1341

throughout the California Current System and in the Alaska Gyre (Fig. 4.4a). The westerly1342

winds throughout the region results in southward Ekman transport of the surface layer,1343

which is apparent in average surface ocean circulation (Fig. 4.4a). These displaced waters1344
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Figure 4.5: North Pacific Ocean difference in January to March averaged (A) sea sur-
face temperature [◦C], (B) temperature from 20m to 30m [◦C], (C) net surface heat fluxes
[W m−2] and (D) mixed layer depth [m]. Overlay: (A) 0 to 10m and (B) 20m to 30m
average January to March ocean currents for the control run. Larger arrows on flowlines
indicate faster currents. Difference in surface heat fluxes shown in (C) includes the net
surface shortwave, longwave, evaporative, sensible, precipitation minus evaporation, and
frazil fluxes at the top of the ocean.

are replaced by water upwelling from below the Ekman layer.1345

Although there are small increases in summertime shortwave heating from 0m to 10m1346

along the North Pacific Current, SSTs along this current are generally warmer due to the1347

southward Ekman transport of warm surface waters throughout the subpolar region (see1348

35◦N-40◦N in Fig. 4.4a and c). The largest increases in summertime shortwave heating1349

from 0m to 10m are found along the coasts and in the Bering Sea (Fig. 4.4c), but there are1350
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colder SSTs in the Bering Sea. This is likely due to a combination of upwelling of colder1351

subsurface water below the Ekman layer and delivery of colder waters from the Arctic1352

Ocean through the Bering Strait. As shown in Kim et al. (2016), July SSTs are colder on1353

both the Arctic Ocean and Pacific Ocean sides of the Bering Strait in the CDM run.1354

Wintertime SSTs and temperatures between 20m to 30m are generally colder through-1355

out northern Pacific Ocean in the CDM run (Fig. 4.5a, b). SSTs in the CDM run are colder1356

in part due to the upwelling of colder subsurface waters, as stronger winds intensify the1357

Ekman transport and upwelling within the region during the winter months. Additionally,1358

the mixed layer deepens in the wintertime, bringing colder deep waters to the surface.1359

The mixed layer is a layer of the ocean near the surface where properties such as tem-1360

perature and salinity are well mixed vertically. It is generally shallower during summer1361

months when solar radiation warms the surface ocean. A layer of warm water forms above1362

the cooler water underneath and the water column is stably stratified. The mixed layer1363

deepens in the fall and winter months, when strong winds across the ocean surface mix1364

water below. Additionally, surface waters can become denser due to net atmospheric cool-1365

ing and evaporation resulting in a situation where a layer of cold and salty dense water sits1366

above warmer, fresher light water. In these situations the water column is unstable which1367

can result in deep convective mixing.1368

The subpolar oceans are areas of significant ocean surface heat loss to the atmosphere,1369

especially during the winter months. In the model run with CDM, air-sea heat loss intensi-1370

fies in the Alaska Gyre and East Kamchatka Currrent/Oyashio Current regions (Fig. 4.5c).1371
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Figure 4.6: North Atlantic Ocean difference in July to September averaged (A) sea surface
temperature [◦C], (B) temperature from 20m to 30m [◦C], (C) penetrative shortwave heat-
ing for the upper 10m [W m−3] and (D) penetrative shortwave heating from 20m to 30m
[W m−3]. CDM minus control run. Overlay: (A) 0 to 10m and (B) 20m to 30m average
July to September ocean currents for the control run. Larger arrows on flowlines indicate
faster currents.

These regions are also places where the mixed layer depth increases by up to hundreds of1372

meters (Fig. 4.5d). In the California Current System, there is less air-sea heat loss accom-1373

panied by shallower mixed layer depths.1374
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Figure 4.7: North Atlantic Ocean difference in January to March averaged (A) sea sur-
face temperature [◦C], (B) temperature from 20m to 30m [◦C], (C) net surface heat fluxes
[W m−2] and (D) mixed layer depth [m]. Overlay: (A) 0 to 10m and (B) 20m to 30m
average January to March ocean currents for the control run. Larger arrows on flowlines
indicate faster currents. Difference in surface heat fluxes shown in (C) includes the net
surface shortwave, longwave, evaporative, sensible, precipitation minus evaporation, and
frazil fluxes at the top of the ocean.

4.3.4 SEASONAL CHANGES IN HEATING AND TEMPERATURE: NORTHERN ATLANTIC1375

OCEAN1376

In the northern Atlantic Ocean, increases in summertime shortwave heating in the upper1377

10m are greatest near the coast (Fig. 4.6c), while the largest increases in SST are clustered1378

around the region where the northward North Atlantic Current and southward Labrador1379

Current converge on the western side of the basin (Fig. 4.6a). This is likely due to a com-1380
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bination of warm surface waters being advected into the region as well as increased local1381

surface shortwave heating. Shallower attenuation depths reduce the solar radiation that1382

penetrates the surface layer, which results in generally colder temperatures and less short-1383

wave heating from 20m to 30m (Fig. 4.6b, d). Temperatures from 20m to 30m are colder in1384

the Ekman upwelling region north of the North Atlantic Current and warmer in the Ekman1385

downwelling region south of the current.1386

The North Atlantic Current meanders northward and eastward before splitting into a1387

northern branch which flows into the Norwegian Sea and Irminger Basin and a southern1388

branch which joins the North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre. This northward flow of the North1389

Atlantic Current is associated with the greatest observed annual mean air-sea heat loss1390

in the world (Large and Yeager, 2009). Ocean surface water becomes denser as SSTs1391

become cooler and surface waters become saltier due to heat loss and evaporation into the1392

atmosphere. Deep water is formed in the high latitude Atlantic Ocean leading to convective1393

events that can deepen the mixed layer to more than 1000m.1394

Wintertime SSTs and temperatures between 20m to 30m are generally colder through-1395

out the region, except in the region where the North Atlantic Current and the Greenland1396

current meet (Fig. 4.7a, b). This area of warmer temperatures is associated with greater net1397

air-sea heat loss, which cools the water mass as it moves eastward (Fig. 4.7c). Mixed layer1398

depths are generally deeper in the path of the North Atlantic Current, where greater net1399

air-sea heat loss leads to deeper mixing (Fig. 4.7d). Colder SSTs in this region are likely1400

a result of the deeper mixed layers which mix cold deep waters to the surface. There is1401
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also likely some contribution by the the upwelling of colder waters in this subpolar Ekman1402

upwelling region, as in the case of the northern Pacific Ocean.1403

4.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION1404

Including the optical attenuation by CDM has the effect of trapping solar radiation near1405

the surface, which reduces the intensity of shortwave radiation that penetrates the surface1406

layer. There were more occurrences of colder SSTs than warmer SSTs when compared to1407

the control run. We focused our analysis on the North Pacific and North Atlantic ocean1408

basins, where additional light attenuation by CDM reduced overall penetrative shortwave1409

heating and resulted in more extreme SSTs.1410

The location of warmer SSTs is largely influenced by the surface ocean currents. While1411

the greatest changes in shortwave heating are usually near coastal regions, largest increases1412

in SSTs were simulated in areas where major surface currents converge. Colder SSTs were1413

shown to be linked to Ekman upwelling and mixed layer depth. In both basins, the vertical1414

changes in heating by shortwave radiation resulted in colder subsurface water. These colder1415

subsurface waters are upwelled by Ekman upwelling resulting in colder SSTs in the CDM1416

run. Additionally, changes in SST were associated with greater net air-sea heat loss, which1417

led to deeper convective mixing. Deeper mixed layer depths delivered deeper, colder waters1418

to the surface and decreased SSTs.1419

Modeled temperature extremes are found in regions where anomalous temperatures1420

have been shown to disrupt ecosystem dynamics. In the California Current System, warmer1421
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ocean temperatures have been associated with increased energy demand and reduced growth1422

in North Pacific salmon (Welch et al., 1998). McGowan et al. (1998) report the biologi-1423

cal consequences of changes in the physical mechanisms controlling primary production1424

during warm and cold episodes in the California Current and Gulf of Alaska Gyre system.1425

Historical records dating back to the 1950s show declines in zooplankton biomass, lar-1426

val fish and pelagic species associated with substantial changes in phytoplankton biomass.1427

In the North Atlantic Ocean, cold winters have been shown to kill larval fish such as the1428

Atlantic Croaker (Lankford Jr and Targett, 2001).1429

We also showed that near-surface shortwave heating anomalies are most closely linked1430

to sea surface temperature anomalies in high latitude oceans. In polar regions, the effect1431

of warming temperatures on ecosystems has been largely associated with the decline in1432

sea ice and ice algae. These are thought to have caused the decline in Antarctic krill and1433

subsequent changes in the pelagic food web in the Antarctic Ocean in the previous decades1434

(Atkinson et al., 2004). High latitude warming and changes in global precipitation pat-1435

terns have the potential to dramatically change the amount and quality of terrestrial organic1436

material delivered to the oceans via river runoff. Accurately incorporating this key connec-1437

tion between terrestrial and oceanic systems will be critical for predicting the magnitude1438

and range of oceanic temperature changes. Changing trends in CDM abundance have the1439

potential to make SSTs more extreme in the worlds oceans.1440
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In a long-term study of two inland lakes, Williamson et al. (2015) found that increased1441

browning from increases in terrestrially-derived dissolved organic matter (DOM) led to1442

greater thermal stratification and oxygen depletion. Two key species of zooplankton graz-1443

ers decreased in the lake that experienced a 10m decrease in the 1% UV attenuation depth.1444

There was no significant trend in chlorophyll-a concentration with an increase in fish pop-1445

ulations, suggesting food web re-structuring. Over a 27-year period, browning changed the1446

ecosystem structure, biogeochemistry and hydrologic properties of the lake. While similar1447

findings have been reported for the effects of browning in lakes, the potential impacts for1448

large scale changes in ocean color remain largely unstudied.1449

In the Gulf of Maine, increased river discharge from 2006-2010 was associated with a1450

large increase in CDOM (Balch et al., 2016). This study also suggests the Gulf of Maine1451

has yellowed in the last century based on historic observations of ocean color. Rivers1452

are a major source of CDOM to the oceans (Blough and Vecchio, 2002), but will greater1453

freshwater flux deliver more optically active DOM to the ocean?1454

In the Arctic, decreasing snow cover, melting glaciers, increasing precipitation and1455

increasing river discharge have been observed in the last century (Serreze et al., 2000;1456

Peterson et al., 2002). While this trend is expected to continue as temperatures continue to1457

rise, the quality and composition of the DOM as well as changes in freshwater fluxes will1458

largely determine how ocean color will change in the future. Previous work has related1459

seasonal variations in the spectral characteristics of CDOM to shifts in the dominant source1460

of organic material in Arctic rivers (Stedmon et al., 2011). Researchers studying the Arctic1461
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Ocean have attempted to link dissolved organic carbon (DOC) measurements to CDOM1462

absorption to remotely sense the temporal and spatial variability of riverine carbon flux1463

from the rivers to the ocean (Griffin et al., 2011).1464

Much of this work has been motivated by the concern that vast carbon reserves currently1465

bound up in permafrost will be released into the Arctic riverine and oceanic environment.1466

Recent work characterizing the chemical composition of permafrost dissolved organic car-1467

bon has found it to be mostly biolabile, exhibiting aliphatic and carbohydrate-like molecu-1468

lar formulas. Microbial incubation experiments suggest they are rapidly degraded and are1469

therefore unlikely to be found in the major Arctic rivers and in the ocean (Mann et al.,1470

2015; Spencer et al., 2015). Furthermore, these molecules do not exhibit the aromatic-1471

ity of optically active dissolved carbon molecules. In a review of work characterizing the1472

chemical composition of CDOM, Coble (2007) reports that CDOM is likely composed of1473

aromatic carbon molecules such as lignin, polyphenols, tannins and melanins. Sharpless1474

and Blough (2014) suggest that CDOM absorption and photochemical properties originate1475

from aromatic chromophores. There is evidence of an increasing proportion of bioavailable1476

carbon in the DOC pool with a decreasing aromaticity in Arctic streams and rivers (Mann1477

et al., 2015).1478

Changing freshwater fluxes and molecular composition of DOM in the ocean are likely1479

to have important impacts on the ocean productivity and circulation, since the light in the1480

surface ocean is responsible for phytoplankton growth and solar heating. Yet, these impacts1481

are poorly studied. Recent modeling efforts to understand the role of optical attenuation by1482
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CDOM in the global oceans highlight the importance of capturing its spatial and temporal1483

variability in model simulations. Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) found significant shifts in the mi-1484

crobial community structure shifts associated with parameterizations that employ different1485

assumptions about optical attenuation by CDOM. These changes were linked to a phyto-1486

plankton groups preferred spectrum of light and the role of CDOM in strongly attenuating1487

blue wavelengths.1488

The work in this dissertation demonstrates that light attenuation by CDOM and NAP1489

directly affect biology and heating on a global scale. Model simulations with the fully-1490

coupled GFDL CM2Mc show how global concentrations of phytoplankton biomass and1491

nutrients are affected by adding light attenuation by CDM (Kim et al., 2015). Chapters1492

2 and 3 of this dissertation investigate the role of changes in the vertical distribution of1493

shortwave heating on SSTs, mixed layer depths and ice formation.1494

These modeling studies do not fully capture the temporal and spatial variability of1495

CDOM in the natural environment and do not include its role in marine biogeochemistry.1496

One major barrier to including CDOM in coupled hydrodyanmic-optical-ecosystem models1497

is there are many remaining unknowns about the processes that create and destroy CDOM.1498

This optically active subset of the DOM pool has yet to be fully chemically characterized,1499

so it is difficult to quantify its abundance.1500

Nonetheless, repeat observations and experiments have elucidated a number of key1501

processes that could serve as a basis for the inclusion of CDOM in a tracer-like manner in1502

future modeling efforts. Nelson and Siegel (2013) review work to-date on the distribution1503
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of CDOM in the global ocean and its sources and sinks. CDOM is known to be produced1504

in both terrestrial and aquatic environments and degraded by microbial activity and solar1505

bleaching. Although the details of each of these processes are not well known, they may1506

serve the basis for first attempts in modeling. The inclusion of CDOM in models may1507

be most appropriate on a regional scale, since these processes are specific to the molec-1508

ular composition of DOM, physical circulation and microbial composition of the aquatic1509

environment.1510

Future investigations, whether they be model simulations or field observations, should1511

aim to understand the consequences of changing aquatic optical properties in the oceanic1512

environment. Spectrally dependent water clarity exerts a primary control on biology and1513

heating in aquatic environments. Studies of biogeochemical and ecological shifts in lakes1514

may provide insight into the effects of large-scale yellowing in estuaries and the oceans.1515

Understanding the role of shortwave heating in the stability of the mixed layer has impli-1516

cations for the sequestration of atmospheric CO2 in regions where deep water is formed.1517

Accurately modeling the vertical structure of shortwave heating is essential for model sim-1518

ulations projecting the future of sea ice.1519
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